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Social media including blogs and microblogs provide a rich window into user
online activity. Monitoring social media datasets can be expensive due to the scale
and inherent noise in such data streams. Monitoring and prediction can provide
significant benefit for many applications including brand monitoring and making
recommendations. Consider a focal topic and posts on multiple blog channels on
this topic. Being able to target a few potentially influential blog channels which
will contain relevant posts is valuable. Once these channels have been identified, a
user can proactively join the conversation themselves to encourage positive word-of-
mouth and to mitigate negative word-of-mouth.
Links between different blog channels, and retweets and mentions between
different microblog users, are a proxy of information flow and influence. When
trying to monitor where information will flow and who will be influenced by a focal
user, it is valuable to predict future links, retweets and mentions. Predictions of
users who will post on a focal topic or who will be influenced by a focal user can
yield valuable recommendations.
In this thesis we address the problem of prediction in social media to select
social media channels for monitoring and recommendation. Our analysis focuses
on individual authors and linkers. We address a series of prediction problems in-
cluding future author prediction problem and future link prediction problem in the
blogosphere, as well as prediction in microblogs such as twitter.
For the future author prediction in the blogosphere, where there are network
properties and content properties, we develop prediction methods inspired by infor-
mation retrieval approaches that use historical posts in the blog channel for predic-
tion. We also train a ranking support vector machine (SVM) to solve the problem,
considering both network properties and content properties. We identify a number
of features which have impact on prediction accuracy. For the future link prediction
in the blogosphere, we compare multiple link prediction methods, and show that our
proposed solution which combines the network properties of the blog with content
properties does better than methods which examine network properties or content
properties in isolation. Most of the previous work has only looked at either one
or the other. For the prediction in microblogs, where there are follower network,
retweet network, and mention network, we propose a prediction model to utilize
the hybrid network for prediction. In this model, we define a potential function
that reflects the likelihood of a candidate user having a specific type of link to a
focal user in the future and identify an optimization problem by the principle of
maximum likelihood to determine the parameters in the model. We propose dif-
ferent approximate approaches based on the prediction model. Our approaches are
demonstrated to outperform the baseline methods which only consider one network
or utilize hybrid networks in a naive way. The prediction model can be applied to
other similar problems where hybrid networks exist.
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We address the problem of prediction in social media to select social media
channels for monitoring and recommendation. Our analysis focuses on individual
authors and linkers. The general question we are trying to answer is: given a focal
post or a focal user, which other actors in social media will carry out relevant and
interesting actions in the near future? We address a series of prediction problems in-
cluding the future author prediction problem and the future link prediction problem
in the blogosphere, as well as prediction in microblogs such as twitter.
Given data streams representing blog posts on multiple blog channels and a
focal query post on some topic of interest, one of our objectives is to predict which
of those channels are most likely to contain a future post that is relevant, or similar,
to the focal query post. We denote this task as the future author prediction problem
(FAP). This problem has applications in information diffusion for brand monitoring
and blog channel personalization and recommendation.
An essential element of social media, particularly blogs, is the hyperlink graph
that connects various pieces of content. There are two types of links within the
blogosphere; one from blog post to blog post, and another from blog post to blog
channel (an event stream of blog posts). These links can be viewed as a proxy
for the flow of information between blog channels and to reflect influence. Given
1
this assumption about links, the ability to predict future links can facilitate the
monitoring of information diffusion, making recommendations, and word-of-mouth
(WOM) marketing. In one part of thesis we address the future link prediction in
the blogosphere.
Research in diffusion and influence, or contagion models, typically assume that
the network is homogeneous; this can simplify the model that is used. Microblogs
such as twitter are an exemplar of a hybrid network. There is a network of followers.
In addition, there is an implicit network of users who retweet other users, and users
who mention other users. Such retweets and mentions are an important proxy for
influence and must be considered by any model. We choose a focal user and then
try to predict those users who will retweet a focal user’s tweets, and/or who will
mention a focal user, in the near future. We propose a prediction model and different
approaches to utilize the hybrid network for prediction.
These predictions in social media will provide practical recommendations. For
example, based on these predictions, brand managers could actively participate in
social media conversations, and potentially contact authors proactively, to provide
them with accurate information or to address any concerns. We also study the
recommendations from the following perspectives: novel linkers and authors; authors
with diverse profiles; authors who will both write and link to the focal topic; and how
the characteristics of focal users such as the size of the follower network, or the level
of sentiment averaged over all tweets would impact on the quality of personalized
recommendations; and the centrality of the recommended users.
2
1.1 Motivation and Applications of Future Author Prediction
Social media such as the blogosphere has emerged as an important source of
online activity. Social media creates new online content through a form of crowd-
sourcing; this “wisdom of the masses” approach facilitates the creation of content
that is both timely and diverse, but, this method also makes systematic examination
difficult since the content is constantly changing and may be dominated by noise and
irrelevant posts. Users who rely on the blogosphere to keep track of events or trends,
or to follow a conversational thread between several contributing participants, have
to face the daunting task of keeping up to date with potentially thousands of blog
channels and their posts, and filtering out relevant content.
In the blogosphere, a blog channel is a stream of posts (blog entries) originating
from a single author or source (i.e., a blogger), or a group of bloggers. It is typically
visualized as a web page from which a collection of posts can be accessed. Figure
1.1 illustrates 4 blog channels. Posts p1, p7 and p10 in blog channel b1 and posts p4,



















Figure 1.1: Blog channels.
3
and p5 in blog channel b3 and p2 and p9 in blog channel b4 refer to a different topic.
Given a query post p1 on blog channel b1, our goal is to predict that blog channels
b1 and b2 are high value blog channels that will contain similar posts in the future,
before we actually observe these future posts.
Understanding these conversations and how they diffuse through social media
can have ramifications for companies involved in brand monitoring [63]. Word-of-
mouth has always played a significant role in information propagation about brands
among consumers [10], but until the advent of social media it has been difficult to
track these discussions. However, the great opportunity of social media is also a
problem; social media generates so much data that monitoring of brand conversa-
tions can be very difficult. Being able to target even a few highly relevant blog
channels and their most important posts is an advantage because of the impact
social media has on consumer decisions [23]. A company that can identify highly
relevant blog channels and topics can use this information to either diffuse explo-
sive situations (e.g., Gap logo fiasco in the Fall of 2010), or to enhance positive
brand experiences (e.g., the adoption of penny loafers by clubbers in NYC). Once
a potentially important channel has been identified, a company can then join the
conversation themselves [37] to encourage positive word-of-mouth.
To enable this to happen, it is necessary to develop tools for marketing man-
agers that identify which blog channel is likely to discuss Topic X as it relates to
their brand, or which bloggers will respond to Topic X. It allows the manager to
devote resources to that particular blog channel, and potentially even reach out to
the blogger proactively. Moreover, if the manager can make a prediction about how
4
many bloggers are going to blog about Topic X, how frequently they will post, or for
how long they will continue to post about Topic X, then they can determine if the
company needs to craft a response or if the topic will simply die out on its own. This
allows the manager to make more educated decisions as to how many resources to
devote to monitoring. These predictions are also recommendations as to which blog
channels should be monitored for a particular topic. Note that recommendations
could also be used to allocate scarce time among the large number of blogs channels,
to identify those channels of highest relevance.
To formalize these questions, we pose the following problem: Given a specific
query post on some topic on a blog channel, what other blog channels are likely to
post on the same topic in the (near) future? The term query post refers to a post that
will be used for search and for comparison 1 This task of predicting the author(s) of
future posts, which we call the Future Author Prediction Problem (FAP), is difficult.
First, a good solution must predict the content of future posts to determine if they
will be relevant to the query post. Then, for the relevant posts, one must predict the
author blog channels. Further, the joint expectation for these two prediction tasks
must be maximized and the Top K must be chosen. We note that predicting the
content of a future post is difficult since there are few features that can be used for
prediction. On the other hand, predicting the author of a future post is somewhat
easier since we can consider the historical posts in a blog channel to build a profile of
the author, and instead of predicting the content of a post, we are simply predicting
1The term query document was also used by Yang et al [113] to refer to a document whose
phrases are used as queries.
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who will post on a particular topic.
Solving this prediction problem will provide a costs savings to those interested
in brand monitoring and recommendations since we can avoid the considerable ex-
pense of monitoring and tracking all future posts on all blog channels. We can
also reduce the number of times we need to carry out the expensive tasks of data
cleaning, extraction and analysis of posts by recommending that only high value blog
channels be monitored. We develop prediction methods inspired by (naive) informa-
tion retrieval approaches that use historical posts in the blog channel for prediction.
We also train a ranking support vector machine (SVM) to solve the problem. We
identify a number of features which have impact on prediction accuracy and can
potentially be used to indicate a confidence level of a prediction.
1.2 Motivation and Applications of Future Link Prediction
Links between different blog channels typically indicate the direction of in-
formation flow in the blogosphere. While analyzing the structure of the links can
help understand the propagation of information, information diffusion and influence
have also been extensively studied as a marketing strategy. A typical objective is to
understand how diffusion will impact the decision of adopting new products. Dif-
fusion models [10] examine how influence propagates in the network [32, 53, 83].
When trying to monitor where information will flow and who will be influenced, it
is important to predict future links since these links are a proxy for future spread
of influence.
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Predicting future links is also useful when recommending interesting blog chan-
nels to readers. A link from a post to another could indicate that the blogger is
following the topic(s) that is discussed in the post to which a link is placed. Simi-
larly, a link from a post to a blog channel could indicate that the blogger is a fan of
the author of the blog channel and is influenced by this author. Since recently pub-
lished posts typically attract more readers than older posts, future link prediction
for recent posts is of greater significance. In addition, there has not been enough
time for recent posts to build a following or to have many links or references from
other posts, i.e. it may take some hours or days for links to be created. Hence,
future link prediction is an important objective when making recommendations for
recent posts.
Finally, the influence of a blogger is invaluable as a marketing strategy. Word-
of-mouth (WOM) marketing, which refers to the passing of information from person
to person and includes blog and other types of social media, is believed to increase
the credibility of product information. Research points out that individuals are
more inclined to believe WOM marketing than more formal forms of promotion
methods [39]; the receivers of WOM referrals tend to believe that the communicator
is speaking honestly. Hence it is potentially a promising way to utilize social media
for advertisement.
For WOM marketing to be a success, one has to identify influential blog chan-
nels. The two important factors which affect the influence of a blog channel are the
content posted on the blog channel and the links pointing to the blog channel or
to posts in the blog channel. We note that while links help increase the influence
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of the blog channel, links also serve a more interesting function since the presence
of links could indicate the degree of influence of the target blog channel. Further,
both the number of links to the target blog channel as well as the source of those
links can indicate the influence of the target blog channel. A link from an author-
itative or influential blog channel can indicate greater influence than a link from a
less influential blog channel. Future link prediction can thus be a key element of
successful WOM marketing strategy.
To summarize, links between blog channels are a proxy for information flow
and influence. They are useful for both making recommendations as well as a
measure of influence or authority for WOM marketing. Further, recent posts are
very interesting to readers, but their recency also means that they may not have
attracted many links. All of these factors motivate the importance of the problem
of future link prediction.
Link prediction has been studied in social networks, relational datasets, labeled
entity-relationship graphs, etc. Two classes of approaches have been successfully
applied to this problem. One class focuses on topological features of graphs [64,
91]. The second class uses robust machine learning approaches such as spectral
transformation [57], the heat diffusion kernel [50], Markov Random Field Model
[103], collective classification [100], etc.
Taskar et al. [100] applied a collective classification approach to predict links
in relational data and entity-relationship graphs. This approach works well for
labeled graph datasets where there are strong relationships (e.g., an advisor-advisee
relationship), and/or the nodes have rich feature labels (e.g., the nodes are labeled
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as faculty, student, staff and so on). We do not expect such methods to perform
well in the blogosphere since there are no strong relationship types nor are there
rich feature labels. A blog post is represented by a bag of words. While there are
techniques to extract named entities from a bag of words, we cannot always expect
to obtain a rich set of feature labels for the blogosphere. Another limitation is that
such classification approaches may not scale well to the large graphs typical of social
media. Taskar at al. evaluated their methods on a dataset of less than 3 thousand
webpages; our dataset, includes over 42 thousand blog channels with more than 2
million blog posts.
An array of methods for link prediction based on topological features of graph
were studied by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [64] who evaluated them on co-authorship
networks. We know that co-authorship networks are dense networks while the net-
work of the blogoshpere is a sparse network. Thus, methods which work well for
dense networks may not work well for sparse networks. We have implemented sev-
eral link based prediction methods based on suggested techniques and metrics from
[64].
Informally, the future link prediction problem in the blogoshpere is as follows:
Given a target blog channel, our objective is to predict the Top K blog channels that
will contain links to the target blog channel in the near future. While the prediction
may use historical links, we note that these may be sparse. Further, recall that a
blog channel is represented by a stream of posts; thus, the underlying graph dataset
is composed of posts within a blog channel. Future link prediction in this context











Figure 1.2: Microblog networks.
the blog channel. We demonstrate it with a method by combining the network
properties and the content properties.
1.3 Motivation and Applications of Prediction with Microblogs
Unlike blogs, where the network created by the links between different blog
channels is homogeneous, in microblogs, there exist hybrid networks. On a microblog
site such as Twitter, one can follow a user and read tweets or search for tweets based
on queries. One can initiate a new conversation by tweeting or one can interact by
mentioning a user. One can also participate in the diffusion of a topic by retweeting.
All these interactions create a dynamic and rich social network. There is so rich
information including hashtags and URLs in a tweet even though the length of
each tweet is limited. For example, there is a limitation of 140 characters for each
tweet in Twitter. Figure 1.2 shows the different networks in a microblog. Analysis
and prediction in microblogs would have some different properties and different
challenges. We are interested in analyzing the influence in microblogs such as twitter
from the individual perspective. We want to understand who will be influenced by
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a particular focal user in the microblog. Specifically, in microblogs, retweets and
mentions are a proxy of being influenced [21]. To understand who will be influenced
in the future, we focus on predicting who will retweet a focal user’s tweets, and who
will mention a focal user.
Most of the existent influence models assume that one can only influence
her neighbors, for example, the Linear Threshold Model and Independent Cascade
Model [38, 53]. The definition of neighbors is that there are edges in the network
between the users. The edges are concrete and observable. For example, in a friend-
ship relationship network, one can only influence her friends. In a disease spread
network, disease can only spread to the people who are her neighbors and have
direct contact.
Our observation for microblogs is that the neighborhood does not completely
identify the area of influence. For example, in our experimental dataset (described in
Section 5.4), more than 40% of the mentions are from outside the follower network.
Influence can spread outside of the follower network in microblogs. One can retweet
any users’ tweets or mention any users who may not be her friends.
Twitter as an example of a microblog can be composed of multiple networks.
Based on the follower relationship in microblogs, follower network can be con-
structed. Retweet actions and mention actions can add some linkages between users
and hence retweet network and mention network can also be constructed.
We can formalize the retweet prediction and mention prediction to be a link
prediction problem. Unlike traditional link prediction [64], where the network is
usually homogeneous, here we have an evolving hybrid network. We would expect
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that exploiting the hybrid networks for prediction would help improve the prediction
accuracy. We propose a general prediction model to utilize the hybrid networks for
the prediction and propose two approximate approaches based on the prediction
model.
1.4 Contributions
In this thesis, we study the prediction problems in social media, including
blogosphere and microblogs. For both types of social media, we define the prediction
problems, analyze the problem properties and features, present multiple solutions,
conduct analysis of the prediction precision and exploit their applications.
The prediction tasks in social media are challenging. The social media data is
usually very large. Solutions applicable to a small dataset might not be applicable
to the huge social media dataset. There is usually noisy data. Effort must also put
into preprocessing and feature selection. Further more, the social media is dynamic.
Networks and content evolve, which will make the prediction tasks more challenging.
The prediction accuracy is important for high quality of recommendations.
Higher prediction accuracy indicates a higher confidence level of recommendation,
and would usually be more helpful for the users (e.g. brand managers) to make
right actions. For predicting novel authors who have not talked about the focal
topic in the history but will talk about it in future, and the novel linkers who have
not linked to the focal user in the history but will link to the focal user in the future,
although it would be more difficult and the prediction accuracy would be lower, the
values for predicting those users are very high and the recommendations based on
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it would still be very helpful. This thesis work would help to understand how much
accuracy could be achieved for the prediction tasks in social media, and what are
the important features for different prediction tasks.
For the prediction in the blogoshpere, we focus on two prediction problems.
One is the future author prediction problem (FAP), which is to answer who will
post on a focal topic. The other is the future link prediction problem (FLP), which
is to answer who will link to a focal blog channel.
In the blogosphere, there are rich content features. We build a profile based
on bag of words for each blog channel. We consider document similarity between
the profiles of different blog channels and between different blog posts and between
blog channel profiles and blog posts as content features. We also consider several
metrics based on the link structure within the blogophere as network features. In
addition, we consider named-entities and external links which point to the outside
of the blogoshpere as extra features. Based on these features, we propose multiple
prediction methods, and make extensive evaluations.
For the prediction in the Blogosphere, our contributions are as follows:
• We define the future author prediction problem (FAP) and the future link
prediction problem (FLP), develop multiple solutions for the problems, and
perform extensive evaluations on a large social media dataset.
• We train a ranking SVM to utilize multiple features to improve the prediction
accuracy.
• For the future author prediction problem (FAP), we identify several blog chan-
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nel properties which have impact on prediction accuracy, including diffusion
stage and blog channel consistency etc. Those properties can potentially be
used to indicate a confidence level of a prediction.
• For future link prediction problem (FLP), we compare multiple link predic-
tion methods, and demonstrate that a method which combines the network
properties of the blog with content properties does better than methods which
examine network properties or content properties in isolation.
We formalize the retweet prediction and mention prediction problem in mi-
croblogs to be a link prediction problem. Unlike the traditional link prediction,
where the network is usually homogeneous, here we have evolving hybrid networks,
which include retweet network, mention network, and follower network. We would
expect that exploiting the hybrid networks for prediction would help improve the
prediction accuracy. In this part of thesis work, we study how to utilize the hybrid
network to improve the prediction accuracy.
For the prediction in microblogs, our contributions are as follows:
• We define a challenging link prediction problem for an evolving hybrid network.
We propose a prediction model to utilize the hybrid network for prediction.
In this model, we define a potential function that reflects the likelihood of a
candidate user having a specific type of link to a focal user in the future and
identify an optimization problem by the principle of maximum likelihood to
determine the parameters in the model.
• We propose different approximate approaches,WT-COM-BON andMIX-PATH,
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based on the prediction model. We perform an extensive evaluation over a mi-
croblog network and a stream of tweets from Twitter. Our approaches are
demonstrated to outperform the baseline methods which only consider one
network or utilize hybrid networks in a naive way. The prediction model can
be applied to other similar problems where hybrid networks exist.
• We consider a subset of retweets and mentions from novel users, i.e., they
do not retweet or mention the focal user in history. Our approaches show
significant improvement over baseline methods for this challenging problem.
1.5 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses some related work. In Chapter 3, we address the future
author prediction problem. We define the problem and investigate the properties
of the problem. We propose our solutions and present our experimental results.
In Chapter 4, we address the future link prediction problem in the social media
context. We identify a combination of content and network based features and
train a ranking SVM to use these hybrid features. We compare different methods
and show our experimental results. In Chapter 5, we address the prediction in
social media where hybrid networks exist. We propose a general prediction model
as an optimization problem to utilize the hybrid networks for the prediction and
propose two approximate approaches based on the prediction model. We conduct
an extensive evaluation on a microblog network and a stream of tweets from Twitter.
In Chapter 6, we study two recommendation cases based on our prediction work in
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2.1 Related Work on Future Author Prediction
Blog channel tracking and online news monitoring have become topics of re-
search interest recently. For instance, the dynamics of the news cycle has been
studied through the tracking of topics and memes (represented by soundbites) as
they disseminate and evolve over time [60]. On the blog side, blogTrust [102] exam-
ined the sudden convergence of communities of bloggers and their connection to real
world events, while El-Arini et. al. [33] provided efficient techniques to sample posts
in the blogosphere for personalized coverage and ranking. Since most of this work
focused on tracking information as it spreads across communication channels, our
high value blog channel prediction can complement this work by prioritizing which
channels to monitor to achieve a better use of scarce resources.
Our work could also be beneficial even when the goal is a full catalog of all
blogs. For instance, BlogScope [8] has been very successful at online analysis of high
volumes of blog channels; at present it indexes over 39 million blog channels and
almost a trillion posts and updates the indexes every three hours [8]. Continuously
updating an inverted index, can incur significant overhead, and so our blog channel
prediction could provide a significant benefit by prioritizing updates to the index,
based on user interests.
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Another area of related work is topic or event detection and topic tracking
(TDT) [6] , which is well studied in many domains including news [112], and there are
several excellent methods that address the challenge of TDT [6, 68]; some of which
examine TDT within the context of social media [11, 65, 81, 89, 105]. However, all
of this work addresses the problem of identifying and tracking topics in an already
extant corpus, as opposed to predicting a channel to monitor for a future post on a
given topic, which is the focus of this research.
One of our solutions is based on the ranking SVM [51]. The ranking SVM is a
learning-to-rank method and there are some other learning-to-rank methods in the
literature, such as RankBoost [35], RankNet [16], AdaRank [111] and BayesRank
[58].
2.2 Related Work on Future Link Prediction
Link prediction is a challenging problem and has been studied in social net-
works, relational datasets, labeled entity-relationship graphs, etc. Several approaches
have been successfully applied to this problem. One class of solutions focuses on
topological features of graphs [64, 91]. A second class uses robust machine learn-
ing approaches such as spectral transformation [57], the heat diffusion kernel [50],
Markov Random Field Model [103], collective classification [100], etc. An excellent
summary and some models are presented in [59].
Taskar et al. [100] applied a collective classification approach to predict links
in relational data and entity-relationship graphs. This approach works well for la-
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beled graph datasets where there are strong relationships (e.g., an advisor-advisee
relationship), and/or the nodes have rich feature labels that can be uniformly ap-
plied (e.g., the nodes are labeled as faculty, student, staff and so on). We do not
expect such methods to perform well in the blogosphere since there are no strong
relationship types nor are there uniform labels. A blog post is essentially a bag of
words. While there are techniques to extract named entities from a bag of words,
we cannot always expect to obtain a consistent set of labels for blogs. Another lim-
itation is that such classification approaches may not scale well to the large graphs
typical of social media. Taskar et al. evaluated their methods on a dataset of less
than 3 thousand webpages; our dataset includes over 42 thousand blog channels
with more than 2 million blog posts.
An array of methods for link prediction based on topological features were
presented in Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [64] who evaluated them on co-authorship
networks. We evaluate some of these methods in the blogosphere and also compare
them with other methods based on additional features.
Link prediction has also been studied in different domains [73], such as so-
cial network analysis, bioinformatics, and computer network systems analysis. In
social network analysis, some work has been done on predicting friendship links
[115], email links [76], co-authorship links [76], semantic relationship links such as
subordinate-manager [30] and advisor-of [100]. In bioinformatics, some work has
been done on predicting the existence of edges representing physical protein-protein
interactions [46, 97, 114], and domain-domain interactions [29], and regulatory in-
teractions [4]. In computer network systems, some work has been done on inferring
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relationships between autonomous systems and service providers [94], as well as
inferring unobserved connections between routers.
2.3 Related Work on Prediction with Microblogs
Cha et al. in [21] have studied measuring user influence in a microblog, i.e.,
Twitter. They found that retweets and mentions are more important for influence
rather than the indegrees of the follower network. Predicting the most influential
users in a microblog has been addressed in [95]. Other than microblog, in blogo-
sphere, links between different blog channels indicate influence. Future link predic-
tion in the blogosphere has been addressed in [110]. To the best of our knowledge, in
microblogs, prediction of retweets and mentions from individual-level has not been
addressed before.
Retweet and mention prediction problem can be formalized as a link prediction
problem. Link prediction problem has been studied in various applications in social
networks, relational datasets, labeled entity-relationship graphs, etc. An array of
topological methods for link prediction were studied by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg
[64] who evaluated them on co-authorship networks. Machine learning approaches
have also been applied to link prediction, like spectral transformation [57], the heat
diffusion kernel [50], Markov Random Field Model [103], collective classification
[100], Ranking SVM [110] etc. In most of the previous link prediction work, the
situation that there may be different types of links between two nodes has not been
considered. Our work focuses on how to use these coexistent different types of links
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for prediction.
A model based on composite network has been applied to predict mobile appli-
cation installation [79]. The authors collected different social networks using built-in
sensors, including Bluetooth proximity network, call log network, etc. However, un-
like our problem, application installation which they tried to predict is not part of
the networks. Instead, it can just be looked as one property (installation or not
installation) of a node (user) in the composite network. Their prediction model is
based on an assumption that whether a user will install an application or not is
depended only on his neighbors in the composite network. They solved an opti-
mization problem to create the composite network. Since similar assumption does
not hold for our problem, their model could not be directly applied to our problem.
Our prediction problem with microblogs can be categorized as link prediction while
their problem can be categorized as node property prediction. Further more, their
optimization solution would meet the scalability issue.
There are many diffusion and influence models for social networks. For ex-
ample, the Linear Threshold Model and the Independent Cascade Model have been
widely studied [53, 38]. For the Linear Threshold Model, in each step, a user will
be activated (influenced) if the total weight of her active neighbors is greater than
a threshold. For the Independent Cascade Model, each active user has a single
opportunity with some probability to activate each of her inactive neighbors.
These prior models have limitations when applied to microblogs. One limita-
tion is that these prior models are often at the aggregate level, e.g. at the level of
a topic [99]. One popular aggregate level influence challenge is the influence maxi-
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mization problem. It was first formulated as a discrete optimization problem in [53]
and was also studied by others [22]. The target of influence maximization is to select
an initial set of users who eventually influence the largest number of people in the
network. Predicting the degree of influence has also been studied; for example, a
regression model is used to predict the influence of a user [7]. However, no previous
research models influence at the individual level, e.g., who will mention user u or
retweet user v?
Another limitation is that both the Linear Threshold Model and the Inde-
pendent Cascade Model typically assume that one can only influence her immediate
neighbors. The definition of neighbors is that there are edges in the network between
these users. The edges are concrete and observable. For example, in a friendship re-
lationship network, one can only influence her friends. In a disease spread network,
some diseases can only spread through direct contact with a user.
2.4 Related Work on Recommendation
Platforms that aid in recommending relevant blog posts have been developed
for a number of commercial websites. For example, Google Blog Search [1], Yahoo!
Buzz [2], Digg [31], and Blogpulse [14]. A majority of these websites recommend
posts that are handpicked by editors or that are voted on by users. Some websites
recommend posts automatically; this is typically based on ranking posts on their
global popularity or using other global metrics.
Two common approaches to recommendation are collaborative filtering [26, 66]
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and content-based filtering [80]. Collaborative filtering aims to learn user preferences
and make recommendations by correlating the user’s past activity with data from
the entire user community. In a content-based approach, documents are recom-
mended to a user if they are similar to documents that the user previously liked,
where similarity is based on content. [41] explores a variety of hybrid recommenda-
tion strategies including content-based techniques and collaborative filtering, based
on the followees and followers of users. There are some models of collaborative filter-
ing, such as matrix factorization [55], Bayesian networks [42], restricted Boltzmann
machine [87] and topic models [104]. Existing collaborative filtering algorithms
do not distinguish between current and historical data. An online evolutionary
approach [67] extends the widely used neighborhood based algorithms by using in-
stance weighting techniques to incorporate temporal information while updating
neighborhood similarities.
Although our recommendation approach in the blogosphere exploits content,
we are not recommending similar documents or similar posts to users. We are
instead recommending blog channels that are likely to be future authors of some
focal topic or future linkers to some focal blog channel. We are also interested in
novelty, i.e., identifying Novel Authors who do not have historical posts or Novel
Linkers who have not linked to the focal blog channel, and diversity, i.e., identifying
authors who write about the focal subject in different contexts.
In our recommendation work in microblogs, we analyze the factors of senti-
ment and the network centrality. There has been a lot of work looking at Twitter
sentiment [9, 12, 27, 56, 75, 78, 101]. Network centrality has also been studied for
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many applications such as targeted advertisement and recommendation [3], rout-
ing protocols [48, 25, 49], content sharing [70], epidemiological modeling [54, 98],
network reliability [5, 72], urban planning [82] and resource provisioning [92].
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Chapter 3
Future Author Prediction in the Blogosphere
3.1 Introduction
Social media is playing an ever increasing role in the marketing of new prod-
ucts and brands; this is in part because word-of-mouth communication, such as
social media, have a dramatic effect on consumers’ purchase decisions [23]. Brand
managers must pay attention to social media so that they can monitor the pulse of
conversations that concern their brand [63]. They can identify emerging discussions
and join the conversations, possibly to encourage positive word-of-mouth [37].
Prioritizing or personalizing blogs or other social media channels is essential
since managers do not have time to monitor the entire blogosphere. It is also useful
to determine how quickly posts on a focal topic will spread across the blogosphere,
and more importantly, which bloggers will post on that focal topic in the near future.
As an illustration, consider the Gap logo fiasco in the Fall of 2010. Gap
introduced a new logo, changing the iconic logo it had for 20 years almost overnight.
There was an immediate outpouring of negative comments about the new logo on
Twitter, Facebook, and across the blogosphere; Gap quickly reverted to the old logo.
It would have been very helpful if a brand manager at Gap could have detected a blog
post on this topic early on, and then predicted whether or not that conversation
would spread to other blogs, and which bloggers, if any, would write about the
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topic. If the brand manager had this information, then she could select which blogs
to monitor. She could participate in conversations, or even contact the bloggers
ahead of time, to provide more accurate information and to keep them up to speed
on the company’s response.
To achieve that, it is necessary to develop tools that identify which blog channel
is likely to next discuss Topic X (e.g., Gap Logo Redesign) as it relates to a brand
(e.g., Gap), or which bloggers will respond to Topic X. To formalize these questions,
we pose the following problem: Given a focal query post on some topic on a blog
channel, what other blog channels are likely to post on that topic in the (near) future?
The term query post refers to a post that will be used for search and for comparison1.
We denote this task as the Future Author Prediction Problem (FAP).
A good solution to the problem must predict the content of future posts to
determine if they will be relevant to the query post. Then, for the relevant posts,
one must predict the author blog channels. Finally, the joint expectation for these
two prediction tasks must be maximized and the Top K authors/channels must be
chosen. We note that predicting the content of a future post is difficult since there
are few features that can be used for prediction. On the other hand, predicting the
author of a future post is somewhat easier since we can consider the historical posts
in a blog channel to build a profile of the author.
We consider several solutions to FAP. PROF and VOTE are inspired by
information retrieval approaches and exploit historical posts to make a prediction.
1A similar term, query document, was used by Yang et al [113] to refer to a document whose
phrases are used as queries.
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We also identify a number of additional features to train a ranking support vector
machine for prediction, denoted as RSVMP. We test our methods using a blog
dataset from Spinn3r [17]. Despite the difficulty of the FAP task, all methods
provide reasonably accurate results. PROF dominates VOTE while RSVMP
dominates both. We also identify multiple characteristics that impact prediction
accuracy including diffusion stage (cRatio), volume versus author count (V/AC)
and blog channel consistency. RSVMP can exploit all of these characteristics to
improve prediction accuracy.
These characteristics are of great interest since they affect the strategy and
efficacy of a brand manager. For instance, if the topic is in the middle of its diffusion
across the blogosphere (i.e., a mid-range cRatio), such as halfway through the Gap
Logo controversy, then that is a critical period when the brand manager can have
the greatest impact on the conversation. Before that time, it may not be clear if
the topic will take off, and after that point, the conversation around it slows down,
or perhaps has already trended negative. If the brand manager can predict which
authors are likely to post in the mid-stage of diffusion, then actions can be taken.
Our results show that RSVMP achieves accurate predictions under this scenario.
It also performs surprisingly well for emerging topics.
Alternately, suppose that the story is not spreading, but is heavily-discussed
only by a few authors (i.e, a high V/AC). If these authors are vocal (e.g., have a lot
of followers), then it is important to predict new authors; this is another scenario
where RSVMP can make accurate predictions.
Content-based techniques such as PROF are good at predicting the “usual
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suspects”, however, what really concerns a brand manager is when a difficult-to-
predict blogger or community gets involved. Difficulty increases when bloggers are
inconsistent in their posts or because the comments come from a diverse set of
bloggers. For instance, in the Gap Logo scenario, the brand manager may typi-
cally monitor clothing and fashion blogs, but the controversy may have emerged
around blogs of graphic artists. While highly-consistent bloggers are easier to pre-
dict, RSVMP also performs well in identifying bloggers who are less consistent or
have a diversity of profiles.
To summarize, we define a novel and challenging prediction problem FAP.
We develop multiple prediction methods and complete an extensive experimental
evaluation. We show that a ranking SVM can be trained to exploit relevant features
and can make accurate and useful predictions for many brand monitoring scenarios.
These results are presented in [107].
3.2 Problem Characteristics
3.2.1 Problem Definition
A blog channel is an event stream of posts (blog entries) originating from a
single source (a blogger, news agency, organization, etc.). It is typically visualized
as a web page from which a collection of posts can be accessed. Figure 1.1 illustrates
4 blog channels. The problem of predicting high value blog channels for monitoring
future posts can be defined as follows:
Definition 1 Future Author Prediction Problem (FAP): Given a query post
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q posted at time Tq, identify the high value blog channels Bq,∆T that will contain at
least one future post p posted in the interval (Tq, Tq + ∆T ] that is topically similar
to q. To make the problem specific, we use a similarity metric Msim and a threshold
η. Using this metric, the high value blog channels Bq,∆T must satisfy the following
condition:
∀b ∈ Bq,∆T ∃ p ∈ b | Tp ∈ (Tq, Tq +∆T ] ∧Msim(p, q) ≥ η
The goal is to identify up to K author blog channels in Bq,∆T .
The FAP is composed of two sub-tasks. The relevance task (RT) is to identify
unknown future posts p such thatMsim(p, q) ≥ η. The second authoring task (AT) is
to predict the blog channelBp in which post p appears. The problem is more complex
and different from a traditional retrieval problem. For retrieval, the collection of all
posts Bj,∆T , for all blog channels j, is known a priori. In contrast, for the FAP each
future post p and its features are not known. Further, a solution to the FAP must
maximize the joint expectation for both tasks for post p with respect to query q and
blog channel Bp, i.e., that the post p is relevant to the query post q, and that Bp is
the authoring blog channel for post p.
Since FAP is novel and difficult, in order to understand the quality of the
results, we will perform an evaluation of the simpler AT for a known post, i.e.,
its features are given. While AT prediction is simpler, obtaining accurate results
may be difficult since there is exactly one authoring blog channel for each post. In
comparison, for FAP, there may be many authoring blog channels in the ground
truth. It should also be noted that RT is nearly impossible on its own, since it
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involves predicting the content of an unknown future post, the FAP simplifies this
task since a solution to the FAP only needs to identify the blog channel that will
post on a similar topic and not the actual content of the post.
3.2.2 Computing Similarity of Posts
3.2.2.1 Similarity Metric
We use the similarity between two posts as a proxy indicating that the two
posts are on the same topic. This is both simple and effective. We note that there
are sophisticated methods for topic detection, e.g., LDA topic modeling [13] and
other topic models such as LSA [28], pLSA [45], LapPLSI [18], LTM [19], DTM
[47].
Both the query post as well as matching future posts are represented in the
vector space model as a vector of terms. Each element of the vector is a weighted
term. Each term is weighted using an information retrieval weighting function.
We primarily use the Okapi weighting function [84, 90]. We also use the Okapi
similarity metric to determine a similarity score between two posts. A higher term
weight means that the corresponding term is more important in that document. A
zero term weight is assigned to those terms that do not appear in the document.
The following three main factors come into play in the term weight formulation:
• Term Frequency (or tf): Words that repeat multiple times in a document are
considered relatively more important.
• Inverse Document Frequency(or idf): Words that appear in many documents
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are considered common and relatively unimportant.
• Document Length: When collections have documents of varying length, longer
documents may have higher scores for tf and idf . In order to compensate for
this, the final score is normalized by the document length.
Given a document set S, for each term t in the vocabulary and a document
D ∈ S, Okapi calculates the term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency
(idf) as follows:
tf weight: wtf =
(k1+1)tf
k1[(1−b)+b×dl/avdl]+tf
idf weight: widf = ln
N−df+0.5
df+0.5
Here tf is the frequency of occurrence of term t in document D; N is the total
number of documents in the document set S; df is the number of documents in S
that contain t; dl is the length of D (in terms); avdl is the average length (in terms)
of all the documents in S. b and k1 are two predetermined constants. We use values
of b = 0.75 and k1 = 1.2 which are based on previous literature [90].
The relevance score between a document and a query is the inner product of
the document vector and the query vector. Okapi defines the weight of a term in
a query slightly differently from the weight in a document. However, to enable a
symmetric comparison of two documents, D1 ∈ S and D2 ∈ S, as discussed in [68]
we use a single definition for the term weights for documents. We compute the
similarity value between D1 and D2 as the the inner product of D1’s vector ~V1 and







tf (t)× widf (t)
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where w1tf (t) is the tf -weight of term t in vector
~V1, w
2
tf (t) is the tf -weight of
term t in vector ~V2, and widf (t) is the idf -weight.
Let Sim(pi, pj) be the similarity score of post pi and post pj. For similarity
metric Msim,
Sim(pi, pj) =Msim(~Vpi ,
~Vpj)
where ~Vpi is the term vector of post pi,
~Vpj is the term vector of post pj.
3.2.2.2 User Validation of Similar Posts
Ideally, all similar posts in the ground truth for each query post would be iden-
tified by a human. Since we have several hundred query posts and tens of thousands
of candidate future posts, (see details in Table 3.2 ), it would be very expensive to
create the ground truth in this manner. We therefore used a compromise solution.
We used a threshold of the Okapi similarity score to determine the ground truth
posts; the threshold value is discussed in section 3.4. We then use human judge-
ment to validate that the Okapi metric was indeed effective in differentiating the
most similar posts from less similar posts, in the ground truth. We used Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk marketplace for this user validation.
We randomly selected 50 of the target query posts. For each query post, we
selected 6 candidate posts from the 10-day test dataset (see section 3.4 ). 3 of
the candidate posts had a high Okapi similarity score in the range of [120, 800]
compared to the query posts; we label these as Group 1 of very similar posts. 3
of the candidate posts had a low Okapi score in the range of [40, 60], compared to
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the query posts; we label these as Group 2 of dissimilar posts. For each candidate
post, we asked three users to evaluate the similarity between the candidate post
and the query post. They were asked to rate the similarity using the following 4
values: “very similar”, “similar” , “maybe similar”, or “not similar”. To determine
inter-annotator agreement, we assume that “very similar”, “similar” and “may be
similar” represent one agreement, and “not similar” represents another agreement.
Table 3.1 reports on the ratings for each group. For the candidate posts in
Group 1 (high similarity) 76% posts were ranked as “very similar” or “similar” by
at least 2 users, and 93% of them were ranked as “very similar” or “similar” or
“may be similar” by at least 2 users. For the candidate posts in Group 2 with low
similarity scores, 8% of them were ranked as “very similar” or “similar” by at least
2 users, and 17% of them were ranked as “very similar” or “similar” or “may be
similar” by at least 2 users. The inter-annotator agreement was 91% for posts with
high similarity scores, and 83% for those with low similarity scores.
This validation confirms that the judgement of human users of the similarity
between a candidate post and a query post is in agreement with the judgement
based on the Okapi similarity scores.
3.2.3 Blog Channel Features
We consider several features. The first is the consistency of topics in a blog
channel; we note that consistency is a factor in being an authoritative channel, since
an authority on a topic will post more consistently on that topic than other topics.
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Table 3.1: Percentage of the ratings of user evaluation
Group1 Group2
ranked as “very similar” or 76% 8%
“similar” by at least 2 users
ranked as “very similar” or “similar” 93% 17%
or “may be similar” by at least 2 users
ranked as “very similar” or 57% 3%
“similar” by all 3 users
ranked as “very similar” or “similar” 82% 10%
or “may be similar” by all 3 users
We also consider named-entities, links between channels and links to external pages.
[77] has identified a blog distillation task as identifying blog channels that
consistently and repeatedly post on the same topic(s) over time. If the content of a
blog channel is very consistent, then we expect that it would be relatively easier to
predict the topic of future posts.
We use the average of the pairwise similarity scores between different historical
posts of a blog channel b to represent the consistency of blog channel b.




m · (m− 1)
∑
pi,pj∈b,i 6=j
Msim(~V (pi), ~V (pj))
where pi and pj are historical posts of blog channel b, and m is the number of
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historical posts in blog channel b.
Figure 3.1 is a visualization of blog channel consistency. Each historical post
is represented by a star symbol. The blog channel on the left is more consistent
than the blog channel on the right in Figure 3.1. Visually, the historical posts are






Figure 3.1: Blog channel consistency. The blog channel on the left is more consistent
than the blog channel on the right.
Figure 3.2 reports on the distribution of the consistency scores for over 40,000
blog channels. There are 486 blog channels whose consistency scores are greater
than 200 and 2997 blog channels whose scores are greater than 100.
3.2.4 Diffusion-Related Features
cRatio
The life cycle of a specific topic involves multiple stages of diffusion as visu-































Figure 3.2: The distribution of blog channel consistency scores. The value on the Y
axis is the count of the blog channels whose consistency score is (rounded off to) x,
where x is the value on the X axis.
small number of people talking about it. Typically a topic reaches its peak with a
relatively larger number of people talking about it, e.g., between T2 and T3. Ap-
proximately the same number of people may talk about it before or after the peak.
Finally there is a fading with a few people (or no people) talking about it after T4.
Gruhl et al. [40] studied the dynamics of information propagation in the
blogosphere and proposed that topics are mostly composed of a union of chatter
(ongoing discussions whose subtopic flow is largely determined by decisions of the
authors) and spikes (short-term, high-intensity discussion of real-world events that
are relevant to the topic). Usually for chatter, the shape will be more flat and the
timespan is longer. For spikes, the shape may be more steep and the timespan may
be shorter. Figure 3.4 visualizes the diffusion for several example topics from the
Spinn3r dataset. 3.4(a) resembles spikes whereas 3.4(b) and 3.4(c) resemble chatter.














Figure 3.3: Diffusion stage of a topic. The value on the Y axis is the number of
people talking about a topic at time Ti (X axis).
pose a simple metric cRatio to characterize the diffusion stage of a topic at time
T and we will use this value of cRatio to prepare experiment datasets to reflect
different stages of diffusion. Our experiments will show that the diffusion stage of a
query post has a significant impact on prediction accuracy.
Consider a query post p in blog channel b at time T . Let Nfuture be the
number of blog channels other than b with posts that are similar to p after time T .
Let Nhistory be the number of blog channels other than b with similar posts before
T . Then, cRatio = Nhistory/(Nhistory + Nfuture) is used to represent the diffusion
stage of the topic of post p at time T .
V/AC
Besides the diffusion stage, we find that the number of authors and posts on
a topic generally affect prediction accuracy. To distinguish these topics, we define
the concept of blog volume versus author count V/AC. For a query post p, suppose
during the time period from T to T +∆T , there are Npost posts which are topically
similar to p, and these posts come from Nauthor distinct blog channels. We define





















































































(c) 2008 South Ossetia war
Figure 3.4: Examples of diffusion of sample topics from our dataset. A query post
represents a topic. The Y axis is the number of blog channels which contain posts
similar to the query post on that day (X axis).
3.3 Prediction Methods
We develop several prediction methods. PROF and VOTE are inspired by
information retrieval techniques and they are naive (they require no training). Main-
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taining a profile for a data stream has been addressed in [68, 86]. We build upon
these ideas; PROF constructs a profile of historical posts (favoring recent posts)
to represent a blog channel, and uses the profile to make a prediction. VOTE ac-
cumulates the vote of multiple historical and relevant posts to make a prediction.
RSVMP uses a ranking SVM to exploit multiple features that were described in
the previous section. It is a sophisticated and computationally expensive method







































Figure 3.5: System architecture for prediction.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the basic components of our prediction methods. Given
the query post q, all posts in a specific time window preceding Tq are preprocessed
and the post index and the profile are built. The features such as the links between
different blog channels and the links pointing to outside pages are extracted. The
link graph is built. For PROF and VOTE methods, the indexes are used to retrieve
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a list of profiles or posts that are similar to q. Then these profiles or posts are
processed to rank the blog channels. For the supervised method RSVMP, a set
of training query posts are selected very close to Ttrain, where Ttrain ≤ Tq − ∆T .
For each training query post, the most similar ground truth posts are retrieved, in
the time interval (Ttrain, Ttrain +∆T ) to determine the ground truth blog channels.
Further, for each training query post, and for each feature used to train the ranking
SVM, the top K ′ (K ′ ≥ K) matching blog channels are retrieved, based on the
data before Ttrain; these blog channels are used for creating training pairs. Some of
them are in the ground truth and some of them are not. To create the partial order
of training pairs, for a training query post, a ground truth blog channel is ranked
higher than a non ground truth blog channel. Then a model is trained. This model
is used to make a prediction for a new coming query post. In a real time system,
the training process should be repeated frequently to make the model reflect the
recency.
3.3.1 Profile Based Prediction (PROF)
The profile of a blog channel represents the content of its posts and it should
be updated as new posts appear. Maintaining profiles has been explored in several
studies, e.g., in [68, 86]; the key issues include the number of terms to maintain and
the frequency at which the profile is updated. A sliding window model is typically
used to filter out stale information, but it sometimes misses relevant terms outside
the window. Instead, we adopted a temporal decay model to update the profile. For
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simplicity, the decay model does not consider absolute time; instead, we treat the
time interval between updates as a time unit.
Suppose {p1, p2, ..., pn} is a sequence of posts in blog channel b and each post
pi is represented as a weighted term vector ~Vpi .
The blog channel profile vector ~V 1b is initially set to
~Vp1 upon arrival of post
p1. As each new post pi arrives at time unit i, the blog channel profile vector ~V
i−1
b
is updated to ~V ib as follows:
~V ib = θ · ~V
i−1
b + (1− θ) ·
~Vpi (3.1)
θ is a temporal decay factor, 0 < θ < 1; we choose an appropriate value for θ
based on tuning from experiment datasets. We treat the profile of a blog channel
as a document 2.
After the profiles are built, they can be indexed. The profile based prediction
algorithm is to retrieve the top blog channels ranked by the their similarity scores
to the target query post. The similarity of the profile of channel b to query post q
is Sim(q, b) and it is computed as follows:
Sim(q, b) =Msim(~Vq, ~V
n
b )
PROF uses Sim(q, b) to retrieve the Top K blog channels.
2For the convenience of indexing the profile of a blog channel, we treat the profile of a blog
channel as a document. As the weight of each term in a blog channel profile is more likely to be a
decimal value, for implementation simplicity, we wanted to transfer it to be an integer value and
at the same time keep enough precision. In experiments, we multiplied the weight of each term by
10 and then rounded it up to an integer.
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The detail of PROF is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Profile Based Prediction (PROF)
Input: Profile Index, query post q, K
Output: Top K blog channels
1. Query the profile index. For each blog channel b whose profile contains any
common terms with query post q, compute the similarity score Sim(q, b).
2. Select top K blog channels with the descending order of their similarity scores
with query post q.
3.3.2 Voting Based Prediction (VOTE)
VOTE chooses the top K channels using the aggregate similarity score of all
historical posts in a channel b. For a given query post q, the aggregate similarity





VOTE restricts the score to consider only the Y (> K) most similar posts
and returns the top K channels.
The method is described in Algorithm 2.
3.3.3 Ranking SVM Based Prediction (RSVMP)
A ranking SVM was trained to predict the Top K author blog channels. We
briefly review a ranking SVM and then discuss feature selection and the ground
truth training data for this task.
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Algorithm 2 Voting Based Prediction (VOTE )
Input: Post Index, query post q, K, Y (Y > K)
Output: Top K blog channels
1. Query the post index to obtain list LY of the top Y posts with the highest
similarity scores to the query post q.




3. Sort the blog channels by score(q, bi). Return at most K blog channels in de-
scending order.
Ranking SVM:
We represent the match of a blog channel to a query post as a vector ~x. Each
element in the vector is a numerical value indicating some correlation between the
blog channel and the query post. There are different types of correlation between a
blog channel and a query post and hence there are multiple elements in a vector ~x.
Any pair of vectors (~xi, ~xj) ∈ a ranking R if ~xi ranks higher than ~xj in R. Suppose
that there is some optimal ranking R∗ representing the ground truth. The goal (of
the ranking SVM) is to find a ranking function f that approximates the optimal
ranking R∗. A ranking function f is evaluated by comparing its ranking Rf with
R∗. Kendall’s τ is the most frequently used metric to compare two rankings [51].
We denote the Kendall’s τ between some Rf and R∗ as τ(Rf , R∗).
In practice, the optimal ranking R∗ is not available. The ranking SVM is
provided with training data corresponding to one or more partial rankings (partial
orders) R′ ∈ R∗. It can then learn a ranking function f from these partial orders.
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To be specific, we apply a generic mapping from the feature vector ~x in the original
feature space to a new feature vector φ(~x) in a virtual feature space. When φ(~x) = ~x,
the SVM kernel is linear. Assume f is a ranking function as follows:
∀(~xi, ~xj) ∈ R
′ : f(~xi) > f(~xj) ⇐⇒ ~w · φ(~xi) > ~w · φ(~xj) (3.2)
The goal is to learn an f which is concordant with the given partial orders R′ ∈
R∗ and which can also generalize well beyond R′. One approach is to determine ~w
that satisfies equation (3.2) for the maximum number of pairs of elements (~xi, ~xj) ∈
R∗ while simultaneously maximizing τ(Rf , R∗). This problem is known to be NP-
hard [24]. A ranking SVM will obtain an approximate solution by solving the








∀(~xi, ~xj) : ξi,j ≥ 0 (3.4)
∀(~xi, ~xj) ∈ R
′ : ~w(φ(~xi)− φ(~xj)) > 1− ξi,j (3.5)
ξi,j are non-negative slack variables to allow some training error. C is a pa-
rameter that controls the trading-off between the margin size and training error,





where α∗i,j can be computed by kernel function of training pairs [43]. ti,j = +1
if (~xi, ~xj) ∈ R
′; ti,j = −1 if (~xj, ~xi) ∈ R
′. For the case of a linear kernel, w∗ can be
computed explicitly, which makes the ranking function just a linear combination of
feature weights.
The ranking SVM will then use w∗ for prediction, to rank the set of candidate
blog channels, for some incoming query post.
Training Pairs:
Assume we only consider the ground truth in the future time span ∆T . To
predict topK author blog channels for a query post q at current time Tc, the training
pairs are chosen as follows:
Select Ntrain training query posts with posting time near Ttrain, where Ttrain ≤
Tc − ∆T . Get the ground truth of each training query post in the time range
(Ttrain, Ttrain + ∆T ). For each training query post, retrieve top K
′ (K ′ ≥ K) blog
channels by each SVM feature from the data before Ttrain. All of these blog channels
are considered to be the candidate blog channels of that training query post. Collect
the SVM features of the candidate blog channels of each training query post from
the data with posting time before Ttrain. For a training query post, a candidate blog
channel which is in the ground truth is set to be ranked higher than a candidate
blog channel which is not in the ground truth. Each pair of them is composed to be
a training pair.
Feature Selection and Training Data for RSVMP:
Consider a candidate blog channel b and a query post q.
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• FT-CHANNEL: The similarity score between q and the profile of blog channel
b.
• FT-POST: The similarity score between q and the post in b which is most
similar to q.
• FT-NE: The similarity score between a document composed of all named-
entities extracted from q and the profile of blog channel b.
• FT-PROFILE: The similarity score between the profile of the author blog
channel for q and the profile of blog channel b.
• FT-CONSISTENCY: The consistency score for blog channel b.
• FT-OFFLINKS: The (weighted) count of offsite links that are common to the
author blog channel for q and blog channel b.
• FT-INSIDELINKS: The (weighted) count of channel to channel links between
the author blog channel for q and blog channel b.
We compute tf and idf values for the feature FT-OFFLINKS as follows: For
a common offsite link URLa, suppose URLa appears N1 times in blog channel b and
N2 times in the author blog channel for q. Suppose that there n blog channels that




. The total score for the feature FT-OFFLINKS is the summation
of all scores contributed by the common offsite links between the two channels. To
compute the value of the feature FT-INSIDELINKS we divide the count of links
between the two blog channels by the total count of links between the blog channel
b and all other blog channels in the training dataset.
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3.4 Experimental Evaluation
3.4.1 Evaluation Datasets and Metrics
3.4.1.1 Dataset
The dataset provided by Spinn3r.com is a set of 44 million blog posts crawled
between August 1st and October 1st, 2008. The post includes the document content
as well as metadata such as the blog channel homepage, timestamp, title, category
keywords, etc. The data is formatted in XML. The total size of the dataset is 142
GB uncompressed, (27 GB compressed). We extracted and processed a subset of
posts in English. The total number of English posts is 13.87M, and the total number
of English blog channels is 894K. Half of the these blog channels contain no more
than 2 posts and some blog channels contain a large number of posts; the maximum
number of posts for one English blog channel is 152K.
We focus on blog channels with human authors rather than machine generated
posts. We note on inspection that blog channels with a high frequency of posts in the
interval were often machine generated or were other kinds of information channels
rather than real blog channels. We created a dataset with at least one post per
two days as follows: We selected the posts that were published between July 30
and October 1 2008, the interval of interest. We then filtered out the blog channels
that have less than 30 posts or more than 120 posts in the interval of interest. The
statistics of the dataset that was used for the evaluation is in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Statistics of the blog channel experiment data set
Time range 07/30/08–10/1/08
Number of blog posts 2,185,810
Number of blog channels 42,005
Avg number of posts per blog channel 52.04
3.4.1.2 Query Posts and Ground Truth
We created 2 sets of query posts, Q1 and Q2; these query posts are obtained
from the beginning of an interval starting on September 1. We created three test
datasets to obtain ground truth posts for Q1 and Q2. One test dataset included 2
days of posts from September 1 to September 2, another included 10 days of posts
from September 1 to September 10, and a third included a 30 day dataset from
September 1 to 30. A ground truth blog channel is one that includes at least one
future post (in some test dataset) that is similar to the query post (in Q1 or Q2).
We used an Okapi similarity score of 130 as the threshold to identify ground truth
posts.
For example, Q1 contains 861 query posts. Each focal post matched an average
of 22 ground truth blog channels in the 2-day test dataset and 47 in the 10-day test
dataset. The query posts in Q2 had similar numbers of ground truth blog channels.
Figure 3.6 reports on the distribution of the number of ground truth blog channels
for the 861 focal query posts in Q1. We note that a small number of the focal query

































Figure 3.6: The distribution of the number of ground truth blog channels. The value
on the Y axis is the count of the focal query posts whose ground truth contains at
least x blog channels, where x is the value on the X axis. One curve is for the 2-day
test dataset and another curve is for the 10-day test dataset.
small number of ground truth blog channels. This is consistent with the well known
power law characteristic.
3.4.1.3 Subset of Query Posts and Ground Truth
Recall that consistent blog channels (Section 3.2.3), and the diffusion stage of
topics indicated by cRatio and V/AC (blog volume versus author count) (Section
3.2.4), may all impact prediction accuracy. To test this, we created different subsets
of query posts based on different values of cRatio and V/AC (blog volume versus
author count). We also created a subset of consistent ground truth blog channels.
The subsets are as follows:
• Subset of query posts in Q1 and Q2 with different ranges of cRatio values.
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The query posts were separated into 6 groups, with cRatio in the following
ranges: [0, 0.2], (0.2, 0.4], (0.4, 0.5], (0.5, 0.6], (0.6, 0.8], (0.8, 1.0].
• Subset of consistent blog channels with consistency scores in the range of
[60,+∞]. There were 8300 such channels. We used the query posts from Q2
and filtered the 10 day test dataset to only include the similar posts from these
consistent blog channels, i.e., only the consistent blog channels containing
similar posts were considered as the ground truth of the focal query posts in
Q2.
• Subset of query posts having V/AC in the range [1.5,+∞). We created a
subset of query posts from Q1 and a subset of query posts from Q2 with the
value of V/AC ≥ 1.5. The ground truth for this high V/AC was calculated in
the 10-day test dataset.
3.4.1.4 Training Data
The training data was obtained from July 30 to August 31. All historical posts
in this period, for each blog channel, were used by both VOTE and PROF in a
straightforward manner. For RSVMP, we selected the training query posts at the
start of an interval on August 22. We created 2 ground truth datasets. The first
used posts that occurred within 2 days after August 22, and the second used posts
that occurred within 10 days. The features of the blog channels that were used to
produce the training pairs for each training query post were collected in the interval
from July 30 to August 21. We reiterate that there was no overlap between the
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training data and testing data.
3.4.1.5 Metrics and Parameters
Precision, recall, and the F measure are set-based measures computed on un-
ordered sets of documents. Mean Average Precision (MAP) is widely used for eval-
uating ranking methods. It provides a single-figure measure of quality across recall
levels. MAP has good discrimination and stability [69]. We use the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [106] to determine statistical significance. We also report on P@1,
the precision of the Top 1 prediction, for the authoring task.
We set the temporal decay factor θ = 0.8 for building blog channel profiles by
tuning the training data. The K value of top K was set to 1000.
3.4.2 Experimental Results
Our first experiment shows the performance for the authoring (AT) task and
the next reports on the FAP task. For both AT and FAP, we consider a subset of
consistent blog channels as well. We also report on factors that improve prediction
accuracy, and our confidence in the prediction. This includes the diffusion stage,
measured by different values of cRatio, and the V/AC ratio, for the FAP task.
3.4.2.1 Baseline Results for the AT Task
Figure 3.7(a) reports on the MAP for the 3 methods on two test datasets.
The label “Entire Dataset” corresponds to focal query posts from Q1; the ground
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truth blog channels is from the 10-day test dataset. The label “High Consistency”
corresponds to Q2 and the 10-day test dataset. These blog channels were filtered to
only include consistent blog channels.
For the “Entire Dataset”, RSVMP has a MAP value of 0.39, and PROF has
an MAP of 0.35. Given that there is only one ground truth author for any post,
these MAP values are surprisingly good, reflecting an accurate prediction. For the
“High Consistency” channels, all methods show increased accuracy as expected.
MAP is as high as 0.70 for RSVMP. This suggests that our methods perform with
good accuracy on the AT task. We note that only 4 of the 7 correlation features
were useful for this prediction; they are FT-CHANNEL, FT-POST, FT-NE and
FT-CONSISTENCY.
Since there is only one author per post, Figure 3.7(b) reports on P@1, for all
3 prediction methods for the 2 datasets. As expected, these values are not as high
as MAP. Nevertheless, they reflect a reasonable quality of prediction.
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test onMAP shows that RSVMP significantly out-
performs PROF and PROF significantly outperforms VOTE, all with p far smaller
than 0.01. We further note that while RSVMP can benefit from the training data,
the improved accuracy of supervised learning over a naive PROF is limited.
3.4.2.2 Baseline Results for the FAP Task
Figure 3.8 reports on the MAP for the FAP Task for the 3 methods. The








































Figure 3.7: The performance for the AT task.
was used for the AT task. Unlike the AT task, where all 3 methods had reasonable
prediction accuracy and where PROF and RSVMP showed very good performance,
the FAP task is much more challenging. For the “Entire Dataset”, RSVMP has the
best MAP value of 0.23 while PROF has a value of 0.20. For “High Consistency”,
the MAP increases to a value of 0.42 for RSVMP. We note that while these MAP
values may appear to be low, they are comparable to the MAP values reported for
the TREC blog distillation task [77]; there the reported MAP values are also in the
range of 0.10–0.30. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that RSVMP significantly
outperforms PROF and PROF significantly outperforms VOTE, all with p far
smaller than 0.01.
Table 3.3 reports on the MAP of all the methods, for focal query posts in
Q1, w.r.t. the test datasets of different time spans, for the FAP task. Prediction
accuracy for the 10-day test dataset is higher. This is probably because of the

















Figure 3.8: The performance for the FAP task.
Table 3.3: MAP for the FAP task w.r.t. different test datasets.
VOTE PROF RSVMP
2-day test dataset 0.1383 0.1474 0.1672
10-day test dataset 0.1773 0.2018 0.2281
3.4.2.3 Impact of Diffusion Stage (cRatio Values)
Recall that cRatio = Nhistory/(Nhistory + Nfuture). Nfuture is the number of
blog channels other than b with similar posts after T in the 30 day test dataset.
Nhistory is the number of blog channels other than b with similar posts before T in
the 30 day training dataset.
Table 3.4 reports on the MAP values for the FAP task, for the 3 methods,
for the focal test query posts from Q1. The ground truth is from the 10-day test
dataset. The results are grouped by the cRatio values for the query posts. Table
3.5 reports on the MAP for the same methods for the focal query posts from Q2.
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Table 3.4: The impact of cRatio on the “Entire Dataset” for the FAP task.
cRatio 0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0
VOTE 0.090 0.167 0.234 0.222 0.137 0.062
PROF 0.144 0.193 0.257 0.244 0.151 0.056
RSVMP 0.188 0.225 0.288 0.262 0.170 0.070
Table 3.5: The impact of cRatio on the “High Consistency” test dataset for the FAP
task .
cRatio 0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0
VOTE 0.091 0.233 0.498 0.437 0.228 0.110
PROF 0.172 0.285 0.578 0.487 0.262 0.214
RSVMP 0.205 0.309 0.605 0.525 0.314 0.235
The ground truth is from the consistent blog channels in the 10-day test dataset.
PROF outperforms VOTE and RSVMP dominates both. The value of MAP
is highest for all the methods when cRatio is in the range 0.4–0.5 and 0.5–0.6, i.e.,
the middle stage of diffusion. When cRatio is in the range 0.4–0.5, and for consistent
blog channels, RSVMP has an MAP value that is as high as 0.61. RSVMP also does
surprisingly well for emerging topics.
3.4.2.4 Impact of Blog Volume Versus Author Count
Figure 3.9(a) reports on the MAP for the 3 methods for the FAP task. The
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(b) High Consistency
Figure 3.9: The impact of V/AC for the FAP task.
with high values for V/AC. Figure 3.9(b) reports on the MAP for consistent blog
channels. The left part reports on the “High Consistency” and the right reports on
“High Consistency” with high values for V/AC.
With increased values of V/AC, prediction accuracy improves, across all meth-
ods and across all datasets. This is consistent since high V/AC reflects repeated
posts by some authors, thus making the FAP prediction task somewhat easier. Fur-
ther, RSVMP has an MAP value of 0.57 in Figure 3.9(b) for the “High Consistency”
test dataset with high values for V/AC. This reflects that we can predict repeated
posts on the same topic by consistent authors, with high prediction accuracy, or
high confidence in the prediction.
3.4.2.5 Difficult and Diverse Predictions
We note from the previous discussion that RSVMP is able to exploit multiple
features and provide a more accurate prediction even in a difficult prediction scenario
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corresponding to an emerging topic. A further analysis of the properties of the
predicted blog channels of PROF and RSVMP illustrate that the predictions of
RSVMP may have high utility. For example, we compared the consistency scores
of the Top 10 predictions for the two methods over the entire dataset. The average
score is 108.6 for RSVMP and 112.7 for PROF. We also compared the average profile
similarity scores between the predicted blog channels and the focal query post over
the entire dataset. The average score is 399 for RSVMP and 428 for PROF. Thus,
RSVMP was able to successfully identify the less consistent authors who have not
posted on the focal topic in the past but who will post on the topic in the future.
Similarly, RSVMP was able to successfully identify authors whose profile was not
similar to the focal query post, but who nevertheless authored a post that was
similar to the focal post. To summarize, these less consistent authors or authors
with dissimilar profiles who nevertheless will post on the focal topic in the future
may have more utility for the task of monitoring.
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Chapter 4
Future Link Prediction in the Blogosphere
4.1 Introduction
The amount of new content and links being generated within social media,
including blogs, micro-blogs and user-generated content, is increasing dramatically.
Users are becoming content producers or bloggers (authors), either by themselves
or as a team; they then populate their blogs with a stream of posts (blog entries).
When creating their posts, bloggers use hyperlinks to refer to a variety of pages
and websites including the posts of other bloggers and more often, other blog chan-
nels. This collection of blogs, i.e., the blogosphere, can be viewed as a dynamically
changing representation of the evolution of content streams, with an overlay of links.
These links, in turn, can be viewed as a proxy to indicate the direction of information
flow and influence in the blogosphere [40, 53, 93].
On the user side, a consumer of blogs might see a stream of interesting posts,
and wonder if there are other blog channels that will link to this focal blog channel
in the future. Such a link will indicate that the other blog channel is interested in
a similar topic. For a creator of a post on a focal channel, it is important to inspire
a conversation around a particular topic, and so they want to know who will link
to them. In both of these cases, the concern is who will link to a focal blog channel
in the near future? This question is important because bloggers and fans need to
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prioritize the blogs that they may visit. A link from one blog channel to another
often indicates that the blogger is following the topics that are being discussed in
the other blog channel. Similarly, a link could indicate that the blogger is a fan
of the author of the focal blog channel, is influenced by this author, or is creating
relevant content.
The timeframe of prediction is an additional critical factor given the stream of
content in the blogosphere. Recently published posts typically attract more readers
than older posts. However, recent posts may not have had sufficient time exposure to
attract many links. Hence, accurate future link prediction is an important element
when making recommendations for recent posts.
Future link prediction can also be a key element of a successful word-of-mouth
(WOM) marketing strategy. WOM marketing refers to using a consumer’s existing
social network to encourage the passing of information from peer to peer and can
include blogs and other social media. The effect of peer information on a consumer
who is making a purchase decision is significant [39] because the receivers of WOM
referrals tend to believe that their peers are more honest. More influential peers
usually have a disproportionate effect on their friends when it comes to product
adoption. Thus, for WOM marketing to be a success, a marketer has to identify
influential blog channels. Two important factors which affect the influence of a blog
channel are the content posted on the blog channel and the links pointing to the
blog channel or its posts. The presence of links can directly increase the status of
the blog channel since inlinks are often considered to be a “vote of confidence”; this
is most significant when the inlink comes from an influential blogger.
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Since understanding the future state of the link structure of the blogosphere
can help bloggers, consumers of blogs and marketing managers, in this chapter, we
address the problem of future link prediction (FLP). Informally, FLP is as follows:
Given a focal blog channel, predict the Top K blog channels that will contain at
least one future post that will link to the focal blog channel or some post in it.
A solution to FLP will also answer the following question: Can we identify those
channels that will get at least one future link?
FLP within the blogosphere is novel and challenging. The graph that repre-
sents the blogosphere continuously evolves in many ways. If each node represents
a stream of events or blog posts, then the nodes change with each event, i.e., each
new post. Further, the edges in the graph also evolve. While a solution to FLP may
use historical links, we note that these are often sparse and therefore difficult to
utilize. FLP is also challenging since we want to predict future links in a finite time
interval following the event of each new blog post. FLP is more difficult than static
link prediction where the goal is to indicate whether or not a future link will exist.
Thus, FLP in social media is characterized by the following features: (1) a sparse
network of historical links; (2) a graph where both node features and links evolve;
(3) a temporal profile for nodes that evolves with each event (new blog post); (4)
the need to make a prediction in a finite time window shortly following the event
(new blog post).
There are two approaches to link prediction that have been successfully applied
in other contexts [59, 64]. One approach is content-based, i.e., we compare the
content of the focal post to the content of all other blog channels and choose the one
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with the closest content match. The second approach is network-based and utilizes
the structural properties of the focal blog channel and the other blog channels to infer
missing structure. At times these two viewpoints seem at odds; network science has
often suggested the dominance of the structure of a network. Our view is that these
approaches are not mutually exclusive but rather they are two ends of a spectrum.
We believe that a hybrid of structural- and content-based properties is needed to
make accurate predictions in the blogosphere.
To examine this hypothesis, we apply several topological metrics that use his-
torical links for prediction, including Jaccard, CommonNeighbors, and Bonacich.
To efficiently calculate Bonacich, we present a method Bonacich-A based on an ap-
proximate Bonacich score. Moreover, we incorporate an additional network metric;
CommonExternal is a method based on external links. Besides link features, we
also explore content features. We examine a content based method CBP; it uses
a temporal profile to represent the interests and content of a blog channel based
on historical posts. In addition, we propose a simple unsupervised learning based
hybrid solution HYBRID that combines the features of Bonacich-A (the best so-
lution among the link-based prediction methods) and CBP. Finally, we present a
supervised learning method RSVMP, which is a ranking support vector machine for
FLP.
We report on the results of an evaluation on a blog dataset from Spinn3r.
Among the network-based methods, Bonacich-A has the best prediction accuracy.
CommonExternal and CommonNeighbors have similar accuracy and this demon-
strates the importance of external links as a feature for prediction. While the
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content-based method CBP has the lowest prediction accuracy, it can significantly
improve both hybrid solutions, HYBRID and RSVMP. The supervised learning
method RSVMP can use all the features and has the highest prediction accuracy.
It does surprisingly well for datasets when there are no historical links; the benefit
from the CPB feature is particularly useful. RSVMP is most accurate for FLP over
















Figure 4.1: Links in the blogosphere
We define a blog channel as an event stream of posts (i.e., blog entries) orig-
inating from a single source (a blogger, organization, etc.). Figure 4.1 depicts two
blog channels with three posts and links between them.
A link in a post that points to another post is a “post-to-post” link. Link L1
in the figure is an example and points from post p1 to post p2. A link in a post that
points to a blog channel is a “post-to-blog-channel” link; L2 from post p3 to blog
channel b2 is an example. We abstract both types of links as “blog-channel-to-blog-
channel” links. If a link points to the focal blog channel in which it appears, or to
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another post of the focal channel, then it is a “self-referential” link; L3 and L4 are
examples.
Definition 2 Future Link Prediction (FLP) Problem: Given a focal blog
channel b at a specific time point T and a time interval ∆T , identify the blog channels
BbT,∆T that will contain one (or more) future post(s) in the interval (T, T + ∆T ]
having at least one link pointing to blog channel b or any post of blog channel b. We
consider a simplified problem to identify up to K blog channels in BbT,∆T .
Assume that all historical data in the period that precedes T is available. We
can then identify other blog channels with historical links to blog channel b; they are
the followers of b. Though the exact state of the network evolves over time, we also
know that social connections are persistent. Thus, future links between different blog
channels can be inferred from historical links. In other words, historical followers
may continue to place links in the future. The follower relationship also tends to
be transitive. If b′ is a follower of b, then a follower of b′ could become a follower
of b. In addition, each blogger has particular interests. Other blog channels that
share similar interests with blog channel b may be more likely to place links to
b. Shared interests may be determined using historical posts. We will use these
two aspects: (1) the consistency of the social network, and (2) shared interests to
construct solutions to the FLP problem.
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4.3 Prediction Methods
4.3.1 Link Based Prediction Methods
If a post in blog channel bj refers to a blog channel bi or to posts in bi, then blog
channel bj is influenced by or is following bi and is more likely to refer to bi in the
future. We further expect that this property of bj following bi should be transitive.
We consider blog channels that contain direct links to the focal blog channel and
indirect links (or paths).
We create a blog channel link graph using historical links and posts. Nodes
represent blog channels and edges represent links between blog channels. The blog
channel link graph is a directed graph. An edge is weighted by the count of the
number of inlinks to the focal blog channel.
We apply the methods surveyed in Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [64] to create
structural metrics to the blogosphere:
• Jaccard: This coefficient is commonly used in information retrieval [88]; it
measures the number of features that i and j have in common, compared to
the number of features of either i or j. The “features” here are the neighbors
in the graph. For a node i, let Γ(i) be its set of neighbors. The score of nodes
score(i, j) = |Γ(i) ∩ Γ(j)|/|Γ(i) ∪ Γ(j)|.
• CommonNeighbors: This method will directly use the count of common
neighbors [74]; score(i, j) = |Γ(i) ∩ Γ(j)|.
• Bonacich-A: Katz [52] measures the status of an node by the total number
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of paths linking it to other nodes in the graph; an exponential discount is
used as the path length increases. Bonacich [15] generalized Katz’s metric
and proposed Bonacich centrality. It too reflects the total number of paths
originating from a node and uses an attenuation factor α to discount indirect
links and β to discount direct links. We briefly review the Bonacich metric
and propose a prediction method, Bonacich-A, based on an approximate
Bonacich score.
Let A be the adjacency matrix for the blog channel link graph. Recall that
each node in the link graph is a blog channel. Suppose T is the time when the future
link prediction is to be made. Thus, we consider all historical links prior to T . We
set the value of the element Ai,j in the link graph adjacency matrix A to be the
number of direct links pointing from node j to node i that exist in history before
time T . Then, the value of (An)i,j is equal to the number of paths of length n from
node j to node i in history.
The Bonacich metric (C(α, β))i,j reflects the influence on node j from node i
in history. Bonacich centrality is computed as follows:
C(α, β) = (βA+ βαA · A+ ...+ βαnA(n+1)...)
= βA(1− αA)(−1)
This equation holds while α < 1/µ, where µ is the largest characteristic root
of A [34]. For α = β, this measure reduces to the Katz score.
Bonacich-A Method is described as Algorithm 3.
To efficiently calculate all of (C(α, β))i,j for all j, we only need to consider the
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Algorithm 3 Bonacich-A Method
Input: Blog channel link graph, Focal blog channel b, Adjacency matrix A, K, α,
β, D
Output: (Up to) Top K blog channels
1. Let i denote the node of the blog channel b. Compute the value of (C(α, β))i,j
for all other blog channels j 6= i up to path of length D.
2. Rank all blog channels j based on the value (C(α, β))i,j .
3. Select up to K blog channels with nonzero values of (C(α, β))i,j .
subset of the link graph whose nodes have paths to i. We can then use a smaller
adjacency matrix to calculate the Bonacich centrality. All of the nodes which have
paths to i can be obtained by a breadth first search starting from i and traversing
through the reverse direction of the edges of the blog channel link graph. The result
will be identical to the solution obtained using the adjacency matrix of the whole
blog channel link graph. In step 3, we exclude those j with (C(α, β))i,j equal to 0.
When (C(α, β))i,j is equal to 0, it means j does not have any paths to i. We use
parameter D to approximate the computation. In general, lower values of D will
have a significant impact on the values of (C(α, β))i,j since it is an approximate
computation. For the sparse blog-channel-to-blog-channel link graph, D did not
have much impact.
The link prediction methods Jaccard, CommonNeighbors and Bonacich-
A are all based on links within the dataset or between different blog channels. Many
links point to pages outside the blog dataset. We propose the following method
based on external links and inspired by the TF/IDF metric popular in information
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retrieval.
• CommonExternal: For each external link URLa that is common to blog
channels i and j, suppose the link appears Ni (Nj) times in the corresponding
blog channel i (j). Suppose that there are Ba blog channels that contain




final score score(i, j) is the summation of all scores contributed by all common
external links between the two channels.
4.3.2 Content Based Prediction Method (CBP)
Historical links are very likely to be the best predictor of future links. However,
such links are often sparse. Thus, it is important to consider additional features.
The historical posts of each blog channel can be used to construct a profile to
represent the content of that blog channel. Our content based prediction (CBP)
method is based on the intuition that a blog channel is more likely to link to other
blog channels which are similar in content. CBP uses the blog channel profile and
a similarity metric to make a prediction.
4.3.2.1 Blog Channel Profile
The profile of a blog channel represents the content of its posts and it should
be updated as new posts appear. Maintaining profiles has been explored in several
studies, e.g., [86]; the key issues include the number of terms to maintain and the
frequency by which the profile is updated. A sliding window model is typically used
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to filter out stale information, but it sometimes misses relevant terms outside the
window. Instead, being the same as what we describe in Section 3.3.1, we adopted
a temporal decay model to update the profile. For simplicity, the decay model does
not consider absolute time; instead, we treat the time between updates as a time
unit. Under this representation {p1, p2, ..., pn} is a sequence of posts in blog channel
b and each post pi is represented as a weighted term vector ~Vpi .
The blog channel profile vector ~V 1b is initially set to
~Vp1 upon arrival of post
p1. As each new post pi arrives, the blog channel profile vector ~V
i−1
b is updated to
~V ib as follows:
~V ib = θ · ~V
i−1
b + (1− θ) ·
~Vpi
θ is a temporal decay factor, 0 < θ < 1; we choose an appropriate value for θ based
on tuning within experimental datasets.
4.3.2.2 Computing Profile Similarity
A similarity metric Msim determines a similarity score between two profiles.
A profile is represented as a weighted term vector. The similarity of two profiles is
computed in the same manner as computing the similarity between two documents.
We use a variant of the state-of-the-art Okapi formula [84] to calculate similarity.







tf (t)× widf (t)
where wxtf (t) is the tf -weight of term t in vector
~Vx and widf (t) is the idf -weight.
More details about calculating the tf -weight and the idf -weight are described in
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Section 3.2.2.1.
4.3.2.3 Content Based Prediction (CBP)
After the profiles are built and indexed, CBP will retrieve the top K blog
channels ranked by their profile similarity scores to the focal blog channel. The
detail of the method is described in algorithm 4 which is labeled as CBP.
Algorithm 4 Content Based Prediction (CBP)
Input: Profile Index, the target blog channel b, K
Output: Top K blog channels
1. Query the profile index. For each blog channel b′ whose profile contains any
common terms with the profile of b, compute the similarity score Sim(b, b′).
2. Select top K blog channels with the descending order of their similarity scores
with b.
4.3.3 Hybrid Prediction Method (HYBRID)
We consider a simple unsupervised learning approach that combines the pre-
dictions of CBP and Bonacich-A (the best predictor from the link based methods.
HYBRID will be used to set a baseline to compare a supervised learning approach.
Recall that CBP and Bonacich-A both generate a Top K ranked list. There are
many methods to merge ranked lists; a popular approach is based on the Borda
count. While it is a simple solution it has the drawback that it gives equal weight to
all rankings. In FLP, when there are historical links, then the prediction made by
Bonacich-A is often superior to that made by CBP. We develop a method HYBRID
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Algorithm 5 Hybrid Prediction Algorithm ( HYBRID )
Input: Profile Index, target blog channel b, LINK graph adjacency matrix A, K,
α, β, D
Output: Top K blog channels
1. Let i denote the node of the target blog channel b. Compute the value of
(C(α, β))i,j for all other blog channels j such that there is a shortest path with
distance not greater than D between i and j. Create up to top K blog channel
ranked list Ll based on the values of (C(α, β))i,j .
2. Use CBP to create top K blog channel ranked list Lc ranked by similarity scores.
3. Get the intersection list Lcom which appear in both Lc and Ll. The items in Lcom
are ranked by the corresponding locations in Ll.
4. Let Lsep1 be the list of blog channels that appear Ll but not in Lc. The order of
Lsep1 is determined by the order of Ll. Let Lsep2 be the list of blog channels that
appear Lc but not in Ll. The order of Lsep2 is determined by the order of Lc.
5. Create Lnew by first appending Lsep1 to Lcom and then appending Lsep2 to it.
Return the top K blog channels in Lnew.
that is inspired by the Borda count but favors the ranking of Bonacich-A when
there are historical links.The detail of the method is described in algorithm 5 which
is labeled as HYBRID.
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4.3.4 Ranking SVM Based Prediction (RSVMP)
We apply ranking SVM [51] to rank the set of candidate blog channels for
prediction, for a focal blog channel. We consider the following features for train-
ing the ranking SVM and we report on their effectiveness: (1)FT-PROFILE: The
similarity score between the profile of the focal blog channel b and the profile of
candidate blog channel b′; (2) FT-INSIDELINKS-BONACICH: The Bonacich score
of the candidate blog channel b′ with respect to the focal blog channel b using blog-
channel-to-blog-channel links; (3) FT-INSIDELINKS-COMMONNEIGHBOR: The
CommonNeighbors score of the candidate blog channel b′ with respect to the focal
blog channel b using blog-channel-to-blog-channel links; (4) FT-EXTERNALLINKS:
The CommonExternal score of the candidate blog channel b′ with respect to the focal
blog channel b based on external links.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
4.4.1 Evaluation Dataset and Metrics
4.4.1.1 Dataset
We use the same blogoshpere dataset as what we use for the Future Author
Prediction Problem in Chapter 3. The original dataset is provided by Spinn3r.com.
How we preprocessed the original dataset is described in Section 3.4.1.1. After
preprocessing, the statistics describing the blog channel experiment data set is in
Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Statistics of the blog channel experiment data set
Time range 07/30/08–10/1/08
Number of blog posts 2,185,810
Number of blog channels 42,005
Average number of posts per blog channel 52.04
Number of external links ( links pointing 7,883,004
to outside of the dataset)
Number of bog-channel-to-blog-channel 154,218
links without self references
The blog-channel-to-blog-channel links were created as follows:
• If there is a link pointing from any post in blog channel bi to blog channel bj or
pointing to any post in blog channel bj, we put a blog-channel-to-blog-channel
link from bi to bj in the blog channel link graph.
• We ignored self-referential links, i.e. a post in bi points to a post in bi or
directly to bi.
Table 4.1 shows that there are 154,218 blog-channel-to-blog-channel links with-
out self references within the dataset. 109,388 are post-to-blog-channel links and
44,830 are post-to-post links. On average, there are 3.67 blog-channel-to-blog-
channel links for each blog channel. We further analyze the time span (TS) in

















Figure 4.2: The time span (TS) for post-to-post links. The Y axis is the percentage
of post-to-post links. More than 80% post-to-post links have a TS of 0 days and
8% have a TS of 1 day.
have elapsed between the day (d1) of a post (p1) and the day (d2) when a post (p2)
appears that has a link to p1. We note that the value of TS is short. More than
80% are links to posts that appeared within the previous 24 hour time interval. The
largest value for TS is 6 days. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of TS values for
the entire dataset.
4.4.1.2 Test Datasets and Ground Truth
We created two test datasets to obtain ground truth. One test dataset included
10 days of posts from September 1 to September 10, another included 30 days of
posts from September 1 to October 1. The subset of blog-channel-to-blog-channel
links that are used to determine the ground truth are those links starting from a
post in the test data, and pointing to a post in a focal blog channel or pointing to
a focal blog channel. This created two sets of focal blog channels, S1 and S2. S1 is
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the set of focal blog channels that contain ground truth in the 10-day test dataset,
and S2 is the set of all blog channels that contain ground truth in the 30-day test
dataset. S1 includes 3636 focal blog channels while S2 includes 6831.
Figure 4.3 reports on the distribution of the number of ground truth blog
channels for the focal blog channels in S1 and S2. A small number of the focal blog
channels have a large number of ground truth blog channels while a large number
have a small number of ground truth blog channels. This is consistent with a power
law distribution. The focal blog channels in S1 have an average of 2.7 ground truth
blog channels. The vast majority of 99.3% have fewer than 20 ground truth blog
channels while 21.8% have at least 2. The focal blog channels in S2 have an average
of 12.1 ground truth blog channels. 91.7% have fewer than 20 ground truth blog
channels while 31.0% have at least 2.
4.4.1.3 Training Data
The training data was obtained from July 30 to August 31. All historical
posts and blog-channel-to-blog-channel links in this 31 day interval were used by
the link based methods and CBP and HYBRID in a straightforward manner. For
RSVMP, we selected a training dataset of 10 days starting from August 22. The
training focal blog channels T1 are those blog channels that contain ground truth
within the 10 day training dataset. The features of the blog channels that were used
to produce the training pairs for each training focal blog channel were collected in
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(b) 30-day test dataset
Figure 4.3: The distribution of the number of ground truth of the focal blog channels.
The value on Y axes is the count of the focal blog channels whose ground truth
contains at least x blog channels, where x is the value on the X axis.
no overlap between the training and testing time interval. Similarly there was no
overlap in the time interval for feature collection and to obtain the training ground
truth for RSVMP.
4.4.1.4 Metrics and Parameters
Precision, recall and the F measure are computed on unordered sets of doc-
uments. Mean Average Precision (MAP) is widely used for evaluating ranking
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Table 4.2: Parameters for experiments
Parameter Value Description
K 20 Top K prediction
α 0.002
The Bonacich attenuation factor for
indirect links
β 1.0
The Bonacich attenuation factor for
direct links
D 10
The threshold of the minimum path
length to the focal blog channel
θ 0.8
The temporal decay factor for
building blog channel profiles
methods. It provides a single-figure measure of quality across recall levels. MAP
has been shown to have good discrimination and stability [69] and we report the
values of MAP. We use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [106] to determine statistical
significance of results.
Table 4.2 describes the parameters and their values for our experiments. We
selected K = 20 for evaluation since more than 90% of the focal blog channels have
no more than 20 ground truth blog channels. The values of α, β, θ were tuned from
the training data. We selectedD = 10 for Bonacich-A. For this dataset, there was no




4.4.2.1 Baseline for the 3 methods
Figure 4.4 reports on MAP for all of the methods on the two test datasets.
CBP which utilizes content for prediction has the lowest prediction accuracy. All
other methods which utilize historical links for prediction have higher accuracy than
CBP . This shows that links are the most significant prediction feature for FLP.
Among the link based methods, Bonacich-A dominates Jaccard and CommonNeigh-
bors and CommonExternal. Recall that CommonExternal exploits external links for
prediction. Its accuracy is similar to CommonNeighbors and this demonstrates that
external links are also a good feature for prediction. HYBRID can benefit from
combining links and content based features. Finally, the supervised learning method
RSVMP dominates all of other methods.
While the values for MAP in Figure 4.4 may appear to be low values, we note
that for comparable social media tasks, e.g., the TREC blog distillation task [77],
the reported MAP values are also often quite low (in the range of 0.10-0.30). The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that RSVMP significantly outperforms HYBRID
and HYBRID significantly outperforms Bonacich-A, with p far less than 0.01.
For each prediction method, the MAP value for the 10-day test dataset is
higher than the 30-day test dataset. This is a surprising and interesting result.
This reflects our argument that the blogosphere evolves in many ways. Both the
topical interests of the bloggers and their continuing interest in following bloggers





















































































































Figure 4.4: The performance of the prediction methods.
in S1 which have ground truth in the 10-day test dataset do not have historical
blog-channel-to-blog-channel links in the training dataset. In comparison, 27.0% of
the focal blog channels in S2 which have ground truth in the 30-day test dataset do
not have historical blog-channel-to-blog-channel links in the training dataset. This
is consistent since the interval of the training data may be quite distant in time
from some of the events, i.e., the posts that contain links in S2. In other words,
the significance of the historical links reduces or expires over time as the interest of
their followers changes over time.
4.4.2.2 Subset with no historical blog-channel-to-blog-channel links
Figure 4.5 reports MAP values for all of the methods on the subset of the focal
blog channels without historical bog-channel-to-blog-channel links. The methods
Jaccard, CommonNeighbors and Bonacich-A which only use bog-channel-to-blog-
channel links for prediction can make no prediction and have a 0.0 MAP value.





















































































































Figure 4.5: The performance of the prediction methods on the subset of the focal
blog channels with 0 blog-channel-to-blog-channel historical links.
indicating that the external links are more significant predictors compared to the
blog channel profile alone. As expected, RSVMP dominates all methods. While
the prediction accuracy is not very high (all have MAP values of less than 0.1), we
note that this is a very challenging prediction task for the noisy blogosphere with
zero historical blog-channel-to-blog-channel links. Thus, despite the low MAP value,
this experiment demonstrates that RSVMP can perform surprisingly well and can
exploit content and external links for a very difficult scenario of FLP.
4.4.2.3 Feature analysis for RSVMP
Figure 4.6 reports MAP values for RSVMP method for different features. We
consider two groups of features. One group of features is based on blog-channel-
to-blog-channel links, i.e. network features. There are two features in this group:
FT-INSIDELINKS-BONACICH, and FT-INSIDELINKS-COMMONNEIGHBOR.
























Figure 4.6: The performance of the RSVMP by applying different features.
EXTERNALLINKS. Note that while FT-EXTERNALLINKS represents links, the
value of these links are the content of the referenced pages.
Figure 4.6 shows that RSVMP has better performance when applying the
group of network based features alone, in comparison to applying the content based
features alone. Also as expected, RSVMP has the best performance when it com-
bines both groups of features.
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Chapter 5
Prediction in a Hybrid Network from Microblogs
5.1 Introduction
Microblogs such as Twitter support a rich variety of user interactions. One
can follow a user and read her tweets. One can search for keywords or hashtags or
follow trending tweets. A user can initiate a new topic by creating a new tweet or
hashtag, often including a url in the tweet to refer to more detailed articles. One
can interact with another user by mentioning them. One can also participate in the
diffusion of a topic by retweeting. Retweets and mentions have been identified as an
important proxy for influence [21]. All of these interactions create a dynamic and
rich social network for diffusion of information and to establish the influence of a
user. There has been much work on modeling diffusion and influence in a variety
of networks and media. Our objective is to develop a model that can capture the
richness and complexity of microblogs. We make predictions about the future at the
level of an individual user, i.e., given a focal user, we want to predict the other users
who will interact with her.
One motivation for this research is to support monitoring for personalized and
interactive brand management. A brand manager has the objective of monitoring
conversations about a brand, to track relevant topics and sentiment, and to identify
potentially negative conversations. While aggregate statistics, e.g., a trending topic
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about the brand, or an increase in negative sentiment, is important, social media
also provides a platform for personalized and interactive brand management. Our
objective is to use prediction models at the individal level to make personalized
recommendations of influential and relevant and diverse users. Suppose a brand
manager knows which user u is relevant and is likely to talk about her brand, either
in a positive or negative way. It will be useful if she could determine if u is influential,
and other users who will be influenced by u. With this knowledge, she could perhaps
take a proactive action such as engaging in a conversation with u and those who
may be influenced by u. Diverse recommendations may target a user v who has not
previously tweeted about the brand but who has several friends who are interested
in the brand and have retweeted relevant tweets.
One advantage of microblogs is that it is simple to monitor the streams due
to the brevity of microblogs; hashtags and urls enhance the stream with richer con-
tent and links. More important, diffusion can be easily monitored through retweets
and mentions. However, the popularity of social media creates a deluge of noisy
and irrelevant data streams. A typical brand manager may be overwhelmed by
the amount of users and information that she would have to monitor. Individual
influence analysis could then help facilitate personalized recommendation by effec-
tively filtering uninteresting information and delivering high-quality personalized
recommendations.
One observation for microblogs is that influence is not limited to the immediate
neighborhood, i.e., influence can spread outside the friendship network of microblogs.
One can retweet or mention users who are not one’s friends. For example, in our
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experimental dataset (described in Section 5.4), more than 40% of the mentions
are from outside the follower network.
More important, Twitter is an example of a hybrid network composed of mul-
tiple networks. There is an explicit Follower network. Retweet actions and mention
actions also reflect key relationships between users and hence Retweet and Mention
networks can be constructed. Finally, in other media, influence will only result in
the evolution of a single network, typically the equivalent of the Follower network
of Twitter. However, in microblogs, we expect all three networks to evolve as a
result of the influence of the user. For example, if v is retweeted a lot, she may
attract additional followers, and that in turn may lead to even more retweets and
mentions from the followers of the users who recently joined the Follower network of
v. This is an example of the Retweet network causing an evolution of the Follower
network, which in turn results in an evolution of the Retweet and Mention networks,
respectively.
To summarize, microblogs exhibit complex user interactions over a hybrid net-
work. Influence is not limited to the immediate followers and it can be measured
through the characteristics of the three networks. Further, the impact of influ-
ence may result in the evolution of all three networks. Our work has the following
distinguishing features:
• We develop an accurate prediction model at the individual level. We want to
understand who will be influenced by a particular focal user.
• Prediction of future retweets and future mentions is unique to our work. Our
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objective is personalized and interactive recommendations for brand manage-
ment.
• We consider a hybrid network. Unlike traditional link prediction [64] over a
homogeneous network, our challenge is to model an evolving hybrid network
and to exploit this hybrid network to improve prediction accuracy.
Our approach can be summarized as follows:
• We define a hybrid network made up of a Follower network, a Retweet network,
and a Mention network. We define two link prediction problems: the future
retweet prediction and the future mention prediction.
• We define a potential function over the hybrid network that reflects the likeli-
hood of a candidate user having a specific type of link in the future to a focal
user.
• We formalize this future link prediction problem in the hybrid network as an
optimization problem using the maximum likelihood principle.
• We propose heuristic solutions to approximate the optimization problem and
reduce its computational complexity.
• We perform an extensive evaluation over a microblog network and a stream of
tweets from Twitter. Our solutions outperform baseline methods which only




Definition 3 Future Retweet Prediction: Given a focal microblog user u at a
specific time point T and a time interval ∆T , identify K microblog users SuT,∆T who
will retweet one (or more) future tweet(s) of user u in the interval (T, T +∆T ].
Definition 4 Future Mention Prediction: Given a microblog user u at a spe-
cific time point T and a time interval ∆T , identify K microblog users SuT,∆T who
will mention microblog user u one (or more) times in the interval (T, T +∆T ].
5.2.2 Prediction Model
Our objective is to exploit historical knowledge and the corresponding hy-
brid network to accurately predict future links. Let G1, · · · , GM represent the M
relationship networks constructed using history; for Twitter M=3 and there are
Follower, Mention and Retweet networks. The corresponding relationship networks
in the future time period are denoted by Y 1, · · · , Y M . Our objective is to infer an
optimal composite network Hc from G1, · · · , GM to predict each Y c, 1 ≤ c ≤ M .
To be optimal, the hybrid network for each Y c should be a customized network Hc.
Let Gmi,j represent the weight associated with the edge from node j to node i
in some network Gm. Let Hci,j represent the weight associated with the edge from j
to i in the hybrid network Hc.









Figure 5.1: Prediction model. P cx,i or P
c
x,j is the potential of i or j having a type c
link to x in the future. Hcx,i and H
c






i,j where ∀m,ωm ≥ 0. (5.1)
A potential function P cx,i defined over each hybrid network H
c reflects the
likelihood of a candidate node i having a link of type c in the future to a focal node
x. We define this potential function P cx,i as follows:







j,i where α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0. (5.2)
For a focal node x, we consider several factors contributing to the potential
from node i. The first factor is the weight of the hybrid network edge from node i
to node x. The second factor is the potential of the neighbors j of node i to focal
node x. The third factor is the weight of the hybrid network edges from node i to
its neighbors j. Figure 5.1 is the visualization of these factors towards the potential
function.
We can finally define a conditional probability to determine whether node i
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will have a type c link to node x in the future, based on the potential of node i.
Similar to [79], we adopt an exponential probability distribution to determine this
function. We define our conditional probability as follows:
Prob(Y cx,i > 0 | G
m, 1 ≤ m ≤M) = 1− exp(−s− P cx,i) (5.3)
Y cx,i is the weight of a future type c edge from node i to node x. If the value is
greater than zero, it means that such a future edge exists. In the right side of the
equation, s is a parameter.
The exponential function of f(x) = exp(−x) has the monotonic and concave
properties and matches the recent research [20] which suggests that the probability
of adoption increases at a decreasing rate with increasing external network signals
[79].
5.2.3 Solution Approach
In equation (5.2), Hcx,i is the weight of the hybrid network edge from node i to
node x, Hcj,i is the weight of the hybrid network edge from node i to node j, α and
β are two parameters. Here we have potential values on both sides of the equation.
By solving a group of these equations, we can represent the potential values by other
factors and parameters rather than having potential variables on the right side. By
applying equation (5.1) to equation (5.2), we have the following formula:























By recursively replacing P cx,j with its expression in equation (5.4), we have the
























































+ · · · · · ·
(5.5)
In equation (5.5), the first factor is the impact of the paths of length 1 to
the potential, and the second factor is the impact of the paths of length 2 to the
potential, and the third factor is the impact of the paths of length 3 to the potential.
It contains infinite factors. The expression turns out to be a generalization of the
Bonacich metric [15]. The original Bonacich metric only considers one type of path;
here we have hybrid paths.
To train the model, we need to estimate the optimal values for α, β, ω1, · · · , ωM ,
and s. We can formalize it as an optimization problem by maximizing the product
of all conditional likelihood expressions. We maximize the contribution of positive
values of the expression and we minimize the negative values. Using logarithmic
operations, the product reduces to a summation. Given training data to construct
the historical graphs {Gm, 1 ≤ m ≤M} we can compute the following probabilities




fc(s, α, β, ω1, · · · , ωM),
Subject to: s ≥ 0, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, ∀m,ωm ≥ 0
(5.6)
where:







Pr ob(Y cx,i > 0|G
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Given a dataset with n nodes, there will be n2 items in equation (5.7), and each
item contains a different potential P cx,i which is expensive to compute according to
equation (5.5). For large n, any strategy to solve the optimization problem (5.6) will
be prohibitively expensive. We explore approximate solutions in the next section.
5.2.4 Representing Microblog Networks
Figure 1.2 illustrates user interactions in Twitter. We define the following
adjacency matrices for the Retweet, Mention and Follower networks:
• M : Mention network adjacency matrix; the value of Mi,j is the number of
mentions from user j of user i.
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• R: Retweet network adjacency matrix; the value of Ri,j is the number of
retweets by user j of tweets from user i.
• F : Follower network adjacency matrix; Fi,j is equal to 1 if user j is a follower
of user i; else Fi,j is equal to 0.
We define F ∗ to be an adjusted follower network adjacency matrix reflecting
the popularity factor of each follower. F ∗i,j is a weighted value if user j is a follower
of user i; otherwise Fi,j is equal to 0. If user j is a follower of user i, the weighted







D is the average of number of friends over all users; Dj is the number of friends of
user j. The intuition is that if a user j has a lot of friends, then her attention will be
divided among those friends, and she will pay less attention to user u. Consequently,
user u has a lower influence on user j, if j has a lot of friends.
5.3 Approximate Solutions
5.3.1 Intuition for Approximation
We consider two alternative approaches to approximate the optimization prob-
lem presented in equation (5.6) to determine the optimal hybrid network(s) Hc of
equation (5.1).
The first approach is to approximate the hybrid network Hc. In this case
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equation (5.1) can be expressed as follows:
Hc = r ·R +m ·M + f · F ∗
where r,m, and f are the weights associated with the Retweet, Mention and Follower
adjacency matrices, R, M and F ∗, respectively. Instead of solving the optimization
problem of equation (5.6) to get optimal values of ω1, ω2, · · · , we will apply some
heuristics method to approximate the values of r, m, and f . We then calculate
the score matrix P using equation (5.5). P can be used for prediction. Method
WT-COM-BON is based on this approach.
A second approach bypasses the optimization problem of equation (5.6), and
the optimal hybrid network(s) Hc of equation (5.1). This approach will directly
consider different types of paths that combine edges from the Retweet, Mention and
Follower networks. For example, Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between three
nodes x, y, z. There are three types of links, labeled as a, b, c. Suppose user z
follows user y, and user y mentions user x. Then there is a path from z to x with
length of two steps, by first a following action and then a mentioning action. There
may be different types of paths possibly with different lengths between two users.
Different types of paths should be given different credit for prediction. We denote
the adjacency matrices for types of links a, b, c as A, B, C respectively. The paths
whose path length is 1 is represented by the adjacency matrix, A, B, C. The matrix
AB which multiplies A and B represents the weight of path −→b−→a between each








Figure 5.2: Hybrid path. x, y, z are three nodes and a, b, c are the labels for three
types of links.
an approximate potential function P ′ exploiting such paths as follows:
P ′ = g′(R,M,F ∗, RM,MR,RF ∗, F ∗R, · · · )
P ′ is then used for prediction by MIX-PATH.
We use the following intuition to determine the approximate values for r, m, f
and g′: Suppose the adjacency matrix A is correlated with C. Then, a higher weight
associated with an edge of type a, from y to x, should result in an increase in the
probability of a type c edge from y to x. Similarly, suppose AB is correlated with
C. Then, a higher weight associated with the path −→b−→a from z to x, should
result in an increase in the probability of a type c edge from z to x.
5.3.2 Factors for Approximation
For the first approximate approach, where we want to first create a composite
network, Hc = r · R + m ·M + f · F ∗, we consider two factors for the weights r,
m, f . We first scale the matrices so that no matrix can dominate the others. We
then use the ground truth from the training data to calibrate the influence of each
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network R,M , F ∗ with respect to retweet prediction and mention prediction. These
two factors can also be applied to the second approximate approach where we use
different types of paths directly. We will explain it later when we describe that
approach.
5.3.2.1 Scale Factor
The scale of each of the matrices may be different, e.g., the distribution of the
values. This can result in one matrix dominate another.
We define a scale factor γ. Given a matrix B, then γ(A,B) will scale matrix
A with respect to B. For retweet prediction, R is the matrix that has the greatest




Ri,j , to determine γ for retweet prediction. The scale factors for the
three different networks with respect to retweet prediction are formally calculated
as follows:














The meaning of using retweet network as standard is that there are some total
number of retweets among the users in the training period. Scaling other network
to this standard is to mimic the retweet relationship but with somewhat different
distribution.
Similarly, the scale factors for the three different networks with respect to

















We define penalty factors to lessen the weight of the networks which have
lower prediction ability. Intuitively, for retweet prediction, the matrix R (which
matches the retweet ground truth from training data) is the most important. If
another network M or F ∗ deviates from R then a penalty factor must be imposed.
We assign the penalty factors to other networks according to their correlation with
the ground truth network in the training data, i.e., the network in the history with
the same type of link to predict in the future.
We use average Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient as the metric of how
two adjacency matrices are correlated. A high correlation means a low deviation.
For two rank sets X, Y , suppose xi and yi are the ranks of the values of Xi and
Yi in X and Y respectively, and the number of elements in X and Y are both n,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is calculated as:





The closer ρ is to +1 or -1, the stronger the correlation is. A perfect positive
correlation will have a ρ value +1 and a perfect negative correlation will have a ρ
value -1. We only consider the positive correlation. The penalty factor should be
related to the correlation. The lower the correlation, the penalty will be stronger,
i.e., the penalty factor should be lower. We define a penalty factor to be a function
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Figure 5.3: Function ρε.
with respect to ρ as ρε. Figure 5.3 shows the curves of ρε with respect to different
ε values. When ρ is in the range of (0,+1], ρε will also be in the range of (0,+1].
When ε is greater than 1, ρε has lower value than ρ. The bigger value of ε, the
stronger penalty is applied with the same correlation value.
The penalty factors for the three different networks with respect to retweet















ρ(F ∗i , Ri)
}ε
(5.8)
Where ρ(Mi, Ri) is the Spearman’s rank correlation of ith row of M and ith
row of R, and ρ(F ∗i , Ri) is the Spearman’s rank correlation of ith row of F
∗ and ith
row of R, and N is the number of rows.
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Similarly, the penalty factors for the three different networks with respect to



















The merging parameters r,m, f to create the composite network are composed
by scale factors and penalty factors. For retweet prediction,
r = γ(R,R) · ϕ(R,R),
m = γ(M,R) · ϕ(M,R),
f = γ(F ∗, R) · ϕ(F ∗, R)
(5.10)
For mention prediction,
r = γ(R,M) · ϕ(R,M),
m = γ(M,M) · ϕ(M,M),
f = γ(F ∗,M) · ϕ(F ∗,M)
(5.11)
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The composite network Hc is created by merging the hybrid networks as
Hc = r ·R +m ·M + f · F ∗
5.3.3 Approach Using the Composite Network: WT-COM-BON
After we have the composite network, for the focal user x, we can calculate
the potential values of all candidate users according to equation (5.5), with respect
to the likelihood of having type c link to x in the future. Since we already know the
weights of different networks, we can simplify the equation (5.5) by using equation
(5.1) as:
P cx,i = βH
c
x,i + βα(H
c ·Hc)x,i + βα
2(Hc ·Hc ·Hc)x,i + · · · · · · (5.12)
The formula (5.12) has the same format as the Bonacich centrality [15]. Bonacich
centrality is a generalization of Katz’s metric [52]. Katz measures the status of a
node by the total number of paths linking it to other nodes in the graph; an ex-
ponential discount is used as the path length increases. Bonacich centrality also
reflects the total number of paths originating from a node and uses an attenuation
factor α to discount indirect links and β to discount direct links. Katz has been
shown to be one of the best topological methods in [64] and Bonacich metric was
shown to outperform metrics like Jaccard and CommonNeighbors in [110].
Let A be the adjacency matrix. Recall that each node in the link graph is a
user. Suppose T is the time when the prediction is to be made. Thus, we consider
all historical links prior to T . We set the value of the element Ai,j in the adjacency
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matrix A is the number of direct links of some type pointing from node j to node
i that exist in history before time T . Then, the value of (An)i,j is equal to the
number of paths of length n from node j to node i in history. Bonacich centrality
is computed as follows:
C(α, β) = (βA+ βαA · A+ ...+ βαnA(n+1)...)
= βA(1− αA)(−1)
This equation holds while α < 1/µ, where µ is the largest characteristic root
of A [34]. For α = β, this measure reduces to the Katz score.
Unlike A in the above equation, where the value of each element is the number
of links from a node to another node, for matrix Hc of a composite network, the
value of each element is a real number which represents the weight of the edge from
a node to another node. Then, rather than being equal to the number of paths of
length n from node j to node i, the value of (Hn)i,j can represent the weight of
the path of length n from node j to node i. Let P be the matrix of all potential
values {P cx,i}. According to formula (5.12), we can calculate the score matrix P as
following:
P = (βH1 + βαH2 + ...+ βαnH(n+1)...)
= βH(1− αH)(−1)
(5.13)
In this equation, we refer to Hc as H since we use the superscript n in Hn to
refer to the power matrix expression for the matrix representation of each Hc. Then
P can be used for prediction, and we label this method as WT-COM-BON.
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We also consider two related baseline methods. One baseline method is labeled
as BON. It computes the Bonacich metric over the Retweet network and the Men-
tion network, R and M, for retweet prediction and mention prediction respectively.
The other baseline method is labeled as UNW-COM. It considers the unweighted
union of the edges of the Retweet, Mention and Follower networks, R, M and F ∗,
and computes the Bonacich metric.
5.3.4 Approach Based on the Different Types of Paths: MIX-PATH
If we rearrange equation (5.5), we can have the following expression for the































+ · · · · · ·
(5.14)
In formula (5.14), θa1 , θa1,a2 , and θa1,a2,a3 are the parameters which can be
expressed by the parameters α, β, ωa1 , ωa2 , ωa3 in equation (5.5); G
a1 , Ga2 and Ga3
are the different network adjacency matrices.
Let P be the matrix of all potential values {P cx,i}. From formula (5.14), we





























+ · · · · · ·
(5.15)
We need to estimate the parameters θa1 , θa1,a2 , and θa1,a2,a3 , · · · , to estimate
the score matrix P for prediction. For this purpose, let’s look at the general example
in Figure 5.2 again, where there are three nodes x, y, z and three types of links a, b,
c. The matrices A, B, C are the adjacency matrices for the three types of links a,
b, c. The matrix AB represents the weight of path −→b−→a between each pair of
nodes. Suppose AB is correlated with C. The bigger weight of path −→b−→a from
z to x, the possibility of a type c link from z to x will be higher and with bigger
weight.
Similar to the approach based on the composite network, we can use average
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between AB and C to represent their cor-









Then the weight or likelihood of type c link from z to x could be somewhat propor-
tional to γ(AB,C) · ϕ(AB,C) · (AB)x,z.
Inspired by this intuition, to predict retweet/mention, we can consider hybrid
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paths as features. The credit of each feature is decided by its scale factor, correlation
factor, and its path length factor. We use ℓ(X) to denote the path length factor ofX.
The path length factor is related to the parameter α in equation (5.5). In equation
(5.5), for a path length with one step longer, one more α factor will be imposed. The
value of path length factor is only decided by the length of the path, and is unrelated
to the types of links it includes. For example, ℓ(AB) = ℓ(AC) = ℓ(BC) 6= ℓ(A).
Suppose X is any of R, M , F ∗, RM , MR, RF ∗, F ∗R, F ∗M , MF ∗, RR, MM ,
F ∗F ∗, · · · , and C is eitherM or R. The weight for X with respect to C is calculated
as:
w(X|C) = ℓ(X) · γ(X,C) · ϕ(X,C) (5.16)





Formula (5.17) is an approximation of Formula (5.15). We can use the matrix
P ′ directly for prediction, and we label this method as MIX-PATH.
Although the MIX-PATH method is also deducted from our prediction model
with linear combination of different networks, our estimation of its parameters would
more likely to have nonlinear characteristics. For the linear combination, from equa-
tion (5.5) and equation (5.14), θa1,a2 which is the weight of G
a1Ga2 should be equal
to θa2,a1 which is the weight of G
a2Ga1 . However, γ(Ga1Ga2 , C) and ϕ(Ga1Ga2 , C)
are very unlikely to be equal to γ(Ga2Ga1 , C) and ϕ(Ga2Ga1 , C), which leads to
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w(Ga1Ga2|C) 6= w(Ga2Ga1|C) based on equation (5.16). It means that the estima-
tion of the weights for Ga1Ga2 and Ga2Ga1 would very likely to be different. This is
reasonable since the sequence of different links in a path is also important with re-
spect to the prediction of the ground truth. So the approximate approach MIX-PATH
has implicitly combined different networks nonlinearly. This is the advantage of
MIX-PATH compared with WT-COM-BON. The disadvantage is that there are more pa-
rameters to estimate for MIX-PATH and the calculation would be potentially more
expensive. In practice, for MIX-PATH we can only pick up the paths with some lim-
ited length, but for WT-COM-BON, with the convenience of equation (5.13), all paths
of the composite network can be included.
5.3.5 Supervised Methods for Incorporating Content Features
Content features including noun phrases and named entities, as well as sen-
timent, have been used successfully for link prediction [62, 110]. Given the short
message length of microblogs, we focus on hashtags and urls which may signal richer
content. Each user is associated with a bag of words that includes all the keywords,
i.e., (shared) hashtags or urls, that occur in their tweets. The distribution of these
keywords across all tweets are used to compute the term frequency (TF) and in-
verse document frequency (IDF) of each keyword. We then compute the bag of
words similarity for pairs of users.
Based on the shared URLs and shared hashtags, we have two extra simple
prediction methods, URL-RANK and HTG-RANK. The method URL-RANK makes
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prediction according to the similarity of the historical URLs, and the methodHTG-
RANK makes prediction according to the similarity of the historical hashtags. We
also consider a baseline method PROLIFIC. For each focal user, the baseline method
PROLIFIC ranks other users by their retweets (for retweet prediction) or by their
mentions (for mention prediction). A user who retweets (or mentions) more will be
ranked higher.
We then use a ranking SVM [51, 107] to train prediction models by combining
content and network features (rankings). META1 combines the following rank-
ings: URL-RANK, HTG-RANK and PROLIFIC.META2 combines the following rankings:
URL-RANK, HTG-RANK, WT-COM-BON and MIX-PATH.
5.3.6 Summary of the methods
Table 5.1 is the list of our proposed methods and some baseline methods.
HTG-RANK and URL-RANK are unsupervised and use content features. PROLIFIC and
BON use simple network features from a single network; BON utilizes the Bonacich path
metric. META1 is a supervised method that combines content and simple network
features. The main contribution of our research are two unsupervised methods
WT-COM-BON and MIX-PATH, all of which are based on hybrid network features, i.e.,
they combine features of the three networks. The baseline method UNW-COM utilized
the hybrid network in an unweighted way. Finally META2 is a supervised method
that combines the hybrid network features with content features. We will evaluate
different methods in subsequent sections.
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+ WT-COM-BON + MIX-PATH
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5.4 Evaluation Dataset and Metrics
5.4.1 Data Collection
There have been several successful efforts to construct a proxy graph that
characterizes the structure of a real network [36, 61]. For this experiment, our ob-
jective was different. It was to construct a dataset that reflected a comprehensive
history of user interaction and tweet content, over an extended period, for a signif-
icant number of active users, given the strict limitations imposed by the Twitter
API. We constructed a network of 15,000 users, as well as all their follower (friend)
associations within this subnetwork. In choosing these 15,000 users, we focused on
active users. Our premise is that the active users generate the most content and
have the greatest influence. Thus, following the largest number possible (15,000) of
active users provided us with a dataset that captured a majority of the activity that
would have had an influence on these 15,000 users. We note that had we constructed
a 15,000 user dataset to reflect the typical distribution of users in the network, we
may have been severely limited in our ability to capture a majority of the relevant
activity.
We used the Twitter API to construct the network in the following way: Start-
ing from a seed active user, we expanded her follower network and added further
active users until we reached 15,000 active users. The test for an active user was as
follows based on their most recent 100 tweets: (1) The user should have an average
minimum tweet frequency of one tweet per day in this time period. (2)There was
at least one retweet in the most recent 100 tweets. We used the twitter streaming
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API to collect all tweets published by the 15K active users between April 25, 2011
and June 25, 2011.
Retweeting is identified by the use of RT @username in tweets. Mentioning
is identified by @username in the tweet content, after excluding RT @username .
We built up the retweet and mention network by extracting users being retweeted
or mentioned in each tweet. Hashtags identified by #hashtag and URLs were also
extracted. Since username and hashtag are case insensitive, we transformed all
usernames and hashtags to lowercase.
Test Dataset and Training Dataset:
We used the first month data ( from April 25th to May 25th) as the training
dataset and we obtained the ground truth from the second month data (from May
26 to June 25) and used it as the test dataset. We picked the sets of microblog users
who had ground truth in the test dataset for evaluation. 4257 users had retweet
ground truth and 7296 users had mention ground truth. The average number of
ground truth (retweeters) for the 4257 users is 4.56, and the average number of
ground truth (mentioners) for the 7296 users is 8.12.
For supervised learning, we selected those microblog users that contain ground
truth from May 15 to May 25 as focal training users. The features of the users that
were used to produce the training pairs for the ranking SVM for each focal training
user were collected in the preceding time interval from April 25 to May 15. There
was no overlap between the training and testing time interval. Similarly there was no
overlap in the time interval for feature collection and to obtain the training ground
truth.
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Table 5.2: Statistics of the twitter experiment data set
Time range 04/25/11–06/25/11
Number of active users 15,000
Number of tweets for the active users 10,979,278
Number of edges of following relationship 3,293,840
within the 15K active users
Number of retweets by and of the 15K 147,970
active users, excluding to-self retweets
Number of mentions by and of the 15K 584,597
active users, excluding to-self mentions
Number of appearances of hashtags 3,616,614
Number of distinct hashtags 302,628
Number of appearances of URLs 3,622,992
Number of distinct URLs 2,611,550
5.4.2 Metrics and Parameters
Mean Average Precision (MAP) is widely used for evaluating ranking methods;
it provides a single-figure measure of quality across recall levels. MAP has been
shown to have especially good discrimination and stability [69] and we report on
the values of MAP. We also use Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)
[44] for evaluation. NDCG is also a measure commonly used for evaluating the
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where r(j) is the rating for the jth item and Zi is a normalization constant. Zi is
chosen so that the NDCG score for a perfect ranking is 1. In our experiments we
measured NDCG at the positions of 5 and 10.
In the following evaluations, when we do not specify the values, the default
chosen values of the parameters are as follows: K = 20; α = 0.00005; β = 1.0;
ε = 3.5; for MIX-PATH, the path length factor ℓ(·) = 1.0 when path length is 1 and
ℓ(·) = 0.01 when path length is 2.
5.4.3 Network Properties
Figure 5.4 reports on the average numbers of followers, retweeters, mentioners
for each twitterer, and the average numbers of their overlaps. The figure shows that
the average number of followers for each twitterer is 219.59, the average number of
retweeters is 3.71, and the average number of mentioners is 8.80. And it also shows
the intersections of the retweeters, mentioners and followers. From the intersections,
we can calculate that for a user, 1.3% of her followers retweet her tweets in the 2-
month dataset, 2.4% of her followers mention her in the 2-month dataset, and 0.7%
of her followers both retweet her tweets and mention her in the 2-month dataset.
Figure 5.5 reports on the follower network degree distribution within the 15K
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Figure 5.4: Average numbers of followers, retweeters, mentioners from the 15K users
and the 2-month dataset for each twitterer (excluding to-self).
scale. The distribution has an approximately straight-line form on the log-linear
scale for majority part of the data, while it only shows part of straight-line form on
the log-log scale (in the beginning and the tail), which means that the follower net-
work within the 15K active users is more close to an exponential degree distribution
in general, but for degree less than 100 or greater than 3000 it is more close to a
power-law degree distribution. Figure 5.6 reports on the retweet network degree dis-
tribution and Figure 5.7 reports on the mention network degree distribution within
the 15K active users in the 2-month period. Both retweet network and mention
network have a power-law degree distribution (note the log-log scales used in Figure
5.6 and Figure 5.7). The social network usually has the power-law characteristic.
The way that we used for sampling the data from Twitter might have some influence
on the network degree distributions, but it would not have significant effect on our
evaluation results.
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Figure 5.5: Follower network degree distribution within the 15K active users. X
axis is the number of followers; Y axis is the number of users that have the number
of followers greater than or equal to the corresponding value on X axis.
5.4.4 Hybrid Network Correlation
We know that there are some correlation between different types of network.
As discussed in section 5.3, we used the metric of spearman correlation to evaluate
their correlation. For two network adjacency matrices A and B, we calculated the
spearman correlations of the corresponding rows of the two matrices, and then used
the average value to represent the correlation of the two matrices.
Table 5.3 reports on the spearman correlation of different types of networks
to the retweet network constructed from the first 30-day training data. Table 5.4
reports on the spearman correlation of different types of networks to the mention
network constructed from the first 30-day training data. From the two tables we
have the following observations and indications:
• The correlation between R and M is stronger than the correlation between R






























Figure 5.6: Retweet network de-
gree distribution within the 15K ac-
tive users. X axis is the number
of Retweeters; Y axis is the num-
ber of users that have the number of
Retweeters greater than or equal to





























Figure 5.7: Mention network degree
distribution within the 15K active
users. X axis is the number of men-
tioners; Y axis is the number of users
that have the number of mentioners
greater than or equal to the corre-
sponding value on X axis.
to predict retweeters, the feature of mentioners are more important than the
feature of followers; similarly to predict mentioners, the feature of retweeters
is more important than the feature of followers.
• The correlation between R and RF ∗ is stronger than the correlation between
R and F ∗R. This indicates that for a user, the followers of his retweeters are
more likely to retweet him than the retweeters of his followers.
• The correlation between R and MF ∗ is stronger than the correlation between
R and F ∗M . This indicates that for a user, the followers of his mentioners are
more likely to retweet him than the mentioners of his followers.
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Table 5.3: Correlation to retweet network adjacency matrix
R M F ∗ RR MM F ∗F ∗
R 1.000 0.653 0.222 0.638 0.495 0.073
RM MR RF ∗ F ∗R MF ∗ F ∗M
R 0.621 0.526 0.601 0.130 0.443 0.116
Table 5.4: Correlation to mention network adjacency matrix
R M F ∗ RR MM F ∗F ∗
M 0.653 1.000 0.222 0.578 0.475 0.076
RM MR RF ∗ F ∗R MF ∗ F ∗M
M 0.571 0.489 0.535 0.128 0.444 0.120
• The correlation between M and RF ∗ is stronger than the correlation between
M and F ∗R. This indicates that for a user, the followers of his retweeters are
more likely to mention him than the retweeters of his followers.
• The correlation betweenM andMF ∗ is stronger than the correlation between
M and F ∗M . This indicates that for a user, the followers of his mentioners
are more likely to mention him than the mentioners of his followers.
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5.5 Evaluation Results
We first report results on the prediction accuracy of the unsupervised methods
on the entire ground truth. We then compare with the supervised methods. Finally,
we consider the more challenging subset of novel retweeters and mentioners, i.e., they
have not retweeted or mentioned the focal user in history, and retweeters who are
not followers.
5.5.1 Results on the Entire Ground Truth
Figure 5.8(a) reports on the MAP, NDCG@5 and NDCG@10 for the 5 unsu-
pervised methods for retweet prediction. Figure 5.8(b) reports on the results for
mention prediction. Both 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) demonstrate that WT-COM-BON and
MIX-PATH have good prediction accuracy and dominate the three baseline methods
PROLIFIC, BON, and UNW-COM.
The prediction accuracy for PROLIFIC is very low. This suggests that simply
picking those who retweet mention frequently is not a good strategy. BON exploits a
simple network while UNW-COM creates a hybrid network using a naive unweighted
union. BON dominating UNW-COM suggests that a naive combination does not
improve and can actually degrade performance compared to exploiting a simple
network.
The performance accuracy appears to be higher for retweet prediction com-
pared to mention prediction. We note that retweets reflect the influence of both a































(b) Mention ground truth
Figure 5.8: The performance of the prediction methods on all of the ground truth.
5.5.2 Incorporating Content Features by Supervised Learning
Table 5.5 reports on the supervised learning methods META1 and META2
that incorporate content features over the entire ground truth for retweet prediction.
As expected, META1 outperforms URL-RANK, HTG-RANK and PROLIFIC. We
note with interest that META2 does not appear to improve on WT-COM-BON or
MIX-PATH; we report on the fourth decimal place to reflect that the results are not
identical. This suggests that the hybrid network actually capture effective content
features based on shared hashtags and URLs; thus, META2 is not able to exploit
additional content features.
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Table 5.5: The performance of the supervised learning methods with comparison to
other methods on all of the ground truth for retweet prediction
MAP NDCG5 NDCG10
PROLIFIC 0.0051 0.0130 0.0120
URL-RANK 0.1631 0.2194 0.2225
HTG-RANK 0.1427 0.1888 0.1991
META1 0.1720 0.2289 0.2344
META2 0.3331 0.4140 0.4220
WT-COM-BON 0.3382 0.4196 0.4303
MIX-PATH 0.3384 0.4198 0.4302
5.5.3 Results on the Ground Truth from Novel Retweeters and Novel
Mentioners
For a focal user, those novel retweeters who will retweet his tweets in the future
but did not retweet his tweets in the history would be more difficult to identify than
normal retweeters; similarly, those novel mentioners who will mention him in the
future but did not mention him in the history would also be more difficult to identify
than normal mentioners. We want to evaluate on the prediction accuracy for novel
retweeters and novel mentioners. For each method, when we target the ground truth
on novel retweeters for a focal user, those users who retweeted the focal user’s tweets































(b) Novel mentioners ground truth
Figure 5.9: The performance of the methods on the ground truth from novel retweet-
ers and novel mentioners.
ground truth on the novel mentioners for a focal user, those users who mentioned
the focal user in the history will be excluded from the prediction.
Figure 5.9(a) reports on the MAP, NDCG@5 and NDCG@10 for the methods
for retweet prediction on novel retweeters ground truth. Figure 5.9(b) reports on
the results for mention prediction on novel mentioners ground truth. As expected,
the prediction accuracy on novel ground truth is much lower than on normal ground
truth. However, for the novel ground truth, our proposed methods perform much
better than the methods that do not use the hybrid networks. For novel retweeters
ground truth, BON has an MAP value of 0.032, while our proposed methods WT-
COM-BON and MIX-PATH both have an MAP value of 0.127, which is almost
four times as big as that of BON; BON has an NDCG@5 value of 0.043, while our
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proposed methods WT-COM-BON and MIX-PATH both have an MAP value of
0.159, which is more than three times as big as that of BON. For novel mentioners
ground truth, BON has an MAP value of 0.032, while our proposed methods WT-
COM-BON and MIX-PATH have an MAP value of 0.082 and 0.081 respectively,
which is more than twice as big as that of BON; BON has an NDCG@5 value of
0.054, while our proposed methods WT-COM-BON and MIX-PATH have an MAP
value of 0.114 and 0.113 respectively, which is also more than twice as big as that
of BON. Both figures also show that UNW-COM dominate BON for novel ground
truth, which is opposite for normal ground truth. It tells us that utilizing hybrid
networks is especially important for the prediction of future novel linkers in the
environment where hybrid networks exist.
Tables 5.6 reports on the results of the supervised learning methods META1
and META2 with comparison to the methods that are combined to the meta meth-
ods, on the ground truth from novel retweeters. Like results on all of the ground
truth, the supervised learning methods do not show to improve WT-COM-BON and
MIX-PATH on novel ground truth.
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Table 5.6: The performance of the supervised learning method with comparison to
other methods on the ground truth from novel retweeters.
MAP NDCG5 NDCG10
PROLIFIC 0.0047 0.0090 0.0090
URL-RANK 0.0404 0.0536 0.0591
HTG-RANK 0.0589 0.0761 0.0870
META1 0.0466 0.0597 0.0675
META2 0.1123 0.1401 0.1561
WT-COM-BON 0.1273 0.1586 0.1780




In this chapter, we present two recommendation case studies based on the
prediction work in the previous chapters. The results are presented in [108, 109].
6.1 Recommendation in Blogosphere
As one case, we present a recommendation system for social media that draws
upon monitoring and prediction methods. We use historical posts on some focal
topic or historical links to a focal blog channel to recommend a set of authors to
follow. Such a system would be useful for brand managers interested in monitoring
conversations about their products. Our recommendations are based on a predic-
tion system that trains a ranking Support Vector Machine (RSVM) using multiple
features including the content of a post, similarity between posts, links between
posts and/or blog channels, and links to external websites. We solve two problems,
Future Author Prediction (FAP) in Chapter 3 and Future Link Prediction (FLP)
in Chapter 4, and apply the prediction outcome to make recommendations. Using
an extensive experimental evaluation on a blog dataset, we demonstrate the quality
and value of our recommendations.
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6.1.1 Introduction
During a critical period such as a product release, it would be useful if a brand
manager could be provided with recommendations about who will participate in
social media conversations. This information could be used to actively participate in
those conversations, and potentially to contact authors proactively, to provide them
with accurate information or to address any concerns. We illustrate the potential
benefits of such a recommendation using an example set of posts related to the
release of the Blackberry Storm. Figure 6.1 is a Google Insights graph showing
the relative search volume for the phrase Blackberry Storm, which was launched in
October 2008. The search volume gradually increases in September and there is a
peak (B event) in October and another peak (A event) in November. The Google
Insights graph clearly indicates that there is a growing interest in this particular
product.
Figure 6.2 reports on the distribution of posts about Blackberry Storm that
occurred in a two-month blog dataset from August to September 2008 that we use
for our experiments. To identify the posts relevant to this topic, we used document
similarity and event detection [89]. As can be seen, there were more posts discussing
the focal topic of Blackberry Storm in September than in August, and the Google
Insights data indicates a corresponding growth. Many of the posts about Blackberry
Storm discuss features of the new product, and compare these features to other
products. Several of these posts contain very similar descriptions indicating that
information is flowing from a uniform source and then diffusing through social media.
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Figure 6.1: Google Insights for “Blackberry Storm” in 2008, where “A” event is

























Figure 6.2: Distribution of the number of blog posts talking about “Blackberry
Storm” in our dataset.
For brand monitoring, it is valuable to know, in advance, not only how many
people will be involved, but who will be involved in a focal topic. From Figure 6.2
we can see that in August, Blackberry Storm is an emerging topic. This implies
that the authors who post are Novel Authors, i.e., they had not posted on this topic
before. As the topic diffuses, new posts may continue to appear from additional
Novel Authors or there may be repeat posts from authors.
In addition to post content, it is also important to examine links to a focal
blog channel, e.g., links to the authors on the focal topic. These links may attract
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new readers. The most useful recommendations are links that originate from Novel
Linkers who have not historically linked to the focal blog channel.
Recommending Novel Authors and Novel Linkers before they post would be
useful for brand monitoring. If a manager knows who will create future relevant posts
or links, then actions can be taken, such as trying to mitigate negative opinion in
the spread of information by engaging in a conversation.
A brand manager would also benefit from being able to identify authors who
will post on diverse subtopics within the focal topic or subject area is particularly
useful since these authors provide fresh, potentially diverse information about the
perception of the product. If a brand manager listens to the same authors all of
the time, then the manager may not truly understand how the crowd as a whole is
responding to the product. As an example, interesting posts about the Blackberry
Storm were generated by: (1) authors who were employees of the company; (2) a blog
pushing technology related information to teens; (3) a marketing and advertising
site; (4) a portal providing coupons for mothers; etc. Recommending such diverse
authors who have different views on the focal topic to brand managers would help
them to build a larger picture of how their brand is being perceived.
6.1.2 Methodology for Social Media Recommendation
Figure 6.3 illustrates the architecture and methodology for recommendation.
A historical set of posts prior to time Tq are used to construct a Profile for the author









































Figure 6.3: System architecture for recommendation.
content of all posts; a temporal decay model is used to update the profile. Further,
a Link Graph of links between pairs of posts or links from a post to a blog channel,
as well as links to pages outside the dataset is created.
The next stage involves two prediction problems: (1) Given a focal query
post on some topic T, Future Author Prediction (FAP) [107] will predict an author
whose blog channel will contain a future post that is relevant to T, and (2) Given a
focal query channel, the Future Link Prediction (FLP) [110] will predict an author
whose blog channel will contain a future post with a link to the focal channel. The
detailed definitions of the two problems can be found in Section 3.2 and Section 4.2
respectively. Our final step is to make a recommendation; we consider the following
types of recommendations:
• Novel Author or Novel Linker: Among the predictions for FAP and FLP, an
author who has not posted on the focal topic in the historical data, or an
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author who has not linked to a focal blog channel in the past is considered a
high value recommendation. This is because it would be unlikely that someone
with an interest in the focal topic or channel would be able to easily identify
these authors or linkers.
• Diverse Profile: Consider an author whose profile is dissimilar to the profiles
of current authors on a focal topic. If this author were to post on the focal
topic or link to a focal blog channel with posts on the focal topic, then this
author may have greater impact since their profile diversity may represent a
different expertise or a different following. As before, such an author or linker
with a diverse profile is harder to identify if we only use profile similarity.
• Combined Recommendation: Consider a focal blog channel and a query post on
topic T that occurs on the focal channel. From among the recommendations,
an author or blog channel who will post on the focal topic T and will link to a
focal blog channel will be a high value prediction. Such a combined prediction
(recommendation) would be valuable because it implies both an interest in the
focal topic T accompanied by an interest in a particular focal blog channel.
6.1.2.1 Solution Approaches
We have developed multiple solutions for both FAP and FLP problems. We
present the methods for FAP problem in Section 3.3 and for FLP problem in Section
4.3. For both problems, we use the ranking SVM [51] to train our prediction model.
How we train the ranking SVM is described in Section 3.3.3. For FAP and FLP, the
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features for training the ranking SVM are different, which are described in Section
3.3.3 and Secition 4.3.4 respectively. We use the prediction output from the ranking
SVM For both FAP and FLP for recommendations in this case study.
6.1.3 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our recommendation system on a dataset provided by Spinn3r.com.
The property of the original dataset and how we preprocess the dataset as well as
the statistics of the experimental dataset after preprocessing are described in Section
3.4.1.1.
In Section 3.4 and Section 4.4, we have evaluated different prediction meth-
ods on multiple time periods of test datasets. In this section, for evaluating the
recommendations, we focus on one time period of test datasets. We select 10 days
from September 1 to 10 to be the period of test datasets. Our training dataset was
31 days from July 30 to August 31, which is the same as those in Section 3.4 and
Section 4.4.
For the FAP task, we selected 861 query posts on September 1. The posts have
at least one ground truth blog channel in the test dataset. To identify these ground
truth blog channels, we used the Okapi BM25 weighting function [85] to calculate
document similarity between the query post and all posts in the test dataset. We
set a similarity score threshold of 130 to determine the ground truth, i.e., any blog
channel that has a post in the test dataset that meets or exceeds the similarity
threshold is a ground truth blog channel. More details are described in Section 3.4.
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For the FLP task, we selected 3636 focal blog channels that contain at least 1
ground truth blog channel in the 10 day test dataset, i.e. these blog channels have
at least 1 in-link in the test dataset. More details are described in Section 4.4.
6.1.3.1 Novel Author Recommendation
Recall that we set a similarity score threshold of BM Okapi 130 to determine
the ground truth posts in the test dataset. We use the same threshold to identify a
Novel Author, i.e., a Novel Author is one whose historical posts do not include any
posts that meet or exceed the similarity score threshold with respect to the query
post.
Figure 6.4(a) is the distribution of ground truth blog channels in the test
dataset. There are 40328 ground truth blog channels; they are binned based on their
similarity score with respect to the query post. We observe that as the similarity
score increases the percentage of the ground truth decreases. Of the 40328 ground
truth blog channels, approximately 60% are Novel Authors. Figure 6.4(b) illustrates
the distribution of Novel Authors also binned by their similarity score to the query
post. We note with interest that posts by Novel Authors are more evenly spread
among the bins.
Next, we consider the precision and recall of the true positive predictions
for FAP which are the basis of our recommendation. When K = 20, 9.0% of the
recommendations are Novel Authors. Figure 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) illustrate recall of the

































































































(b) Novel Author Distribution
Figure 6.4: Distribution of ground truth blog channels and distribution of Novel
Authors with different similarity scores between the ground truth posts and the
query posts.
true positives with respect to the entire ground truth and Figure 6.5(b) illustrates
the recall of the true positives with respect to the Novel Authors in the ground
truth. As expected, the recall for the entire ground truth is higher than the recall
for Novel Authors. We note with interest that for Novel Authors, while the recall
is highest for the bins with the highest similarity scores, the recall is still high even
for bins with less similarity scores. This implies that our system can make a diverse
range of recommendations.
6.1.3.2 Novel Linker
For the FLP recommendation, given a focal blog channel, we want to recom-
mend other blog channels that link to the focal blog channel. Clearly, channels that














































































































(b) True Positive Novel Authors
Figure 6.6: Distribution of the similarity scores of the query posts to profiles of all
the Novel Authors and to the profiles of the true positive Novel Authors.
channels for FLP are Novel Linkers. If we consider the Top K true positive predic-
tions for the FLP task, when K = 20, 30.4% of the true positives are Novel Linkers
that do not have historical links to the focal blog channel. Further, 14.6% of the
true positives do not have historical direct links or paths to the focal blog channels.
The recall value for K=20 is 0.452. Our ability to recommend almost 50% of the
Novel Linkers illustrates the accuracy of the FLP prediction. It also illustrates the
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benefit of our recommendation approach since Novel Linkers are difficult to identify.
6.1.3.3 Diverse Profiles
Diversity of the profiles (historical posts) of authors is a key factor in a suc-
cessful high value recommendation. Figure 6.6(a) reports on the distribution of the
similarity scores between the profile of each Novel Author when compared to the
query post. We observe with interest that many profiles have low similarity scores,
thus making prediction more difficult. Figure 6.6(b) reports on the distribution of
the similarity scores between a profile of a true positive predicted Novel Author
with respect to the query post. We note with interest that the recommendations
are evenly spread across the range of similarity scores. We further note that the
peak of the recommendations are at lower scores. This further illustrates that we
are able to make diverse recommendations based on author profiles.
6.1.3.4 Combined Predictions
We also consider a Combined author that will post on the focal topic T and
will link to a focal blog channel. This is a high value prediction since it implies
both an interest in the topic T and in a particular focal blog channel. Note that
this is the intersection of the predictions of FAP and FLP. For the 861 query posts,
there are 244 authors who both post on a topic and link to the corresponding
focal blog channel. For K=100 recommendations, FAP recommended 97 Combined
authors and FLP recommended 81. Combining FAP and FLP can therefore lead to
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excellent recommendations.
6.2 Recommendation in Microblogs
As another case, we present a microblog recommendation system that can help
monitor users, track conversations, and potentially improve diffusion impact. Given
a Twitter network of active users and their followers, and historical activity of tweets,
retweets and mentions, we build upon a prediction tool to predict the Top K users
who will retweet or mention a focal user, in the future. The retweet and mention
predictions are presented in Chapter 5. We develop personalized recommendations
for each focal user. We identify characteristics of focal users such as the size of the
follower network, or the level of sentiment averaged over all tweets; both have an
impact on the quality of personalized recommendations. We use (high) betweenness
centrality as a proxy of attractive users to target when making recommendations.
Our recommendations successfully identify a greater fraction of users with higher
betweenness centrality, in comparison to the overall distribution of betweenness
centrality of the ground truth users for some focal user.
6.2.1 Introduction
The usage of social media has grown considerably in recent years, with mi-
croblogging sites being an important area of growth. On a site such as Twitter,
one can follow a user and read their tweets. One can initiate a new conversation
by tweeting or one can interact by mentioning a user. One can also participate in
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the diffusion of a topic by retweeting. Influence in a microblog can be captured
in multiple ways. One can generate a lot of content or befriend a lot of users but
this may not lead to a large follower network or increase diffusion. Someone who
has high betweenness centrality, whose tweets diffuse rapidly or widely outside her
immediate follower network, or someone who is mentioned frequently by other users
may, is typically considered influential. Other factors such as the level of sentiment
or persuasiveness may also play a role in diffusion.
We are interested in analyzing both diffusion and influence in microblogs such
as Twitter, from the individual or personalized perspective. We want to understand
who will be influenced by a particular focal user. Given a Twitter network of
active users and their followers, and their historical activity of tweets, retweets and
mentions, we build upon a prediction tool that uses history to predict the Top K
users who will retweet or mention a focal user, in the future (see Chapter 5). Our
objective is to make high quality personalized recommendations for each focal user.
Social network and social influence analysis has drawn a lot of research interest.
Previous research on social influence had a focus on the measurement of social
influence [21] or attempted to maximize user influence [22, 53] at the aggregate
level. Our objective is to track those users who will likely be influenced by an
individual focal user and to improve the impact of the focal user.
We identify characteristics of focal users such as the size of the follower net-
work and the level of sentiment averaged over all tweets. We demonstrate that
these features have an impact on the quality of personalized recommendations, i.e.,
accuracy of predictions. As the focal user’s follower network increases, prediction
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accuracy decreases. In contrast, we can improve prediction quality for focal users
with higher levels of positive sentiment. We note that the focal users with higher
levels of positive sentiment appear to have a larger following. Despite a larger fol-
lowing having been shown to decrease prediction accuracy, we are nevertheless able
to successfully recommend users who will retweet the more positive focal user (in
the future ground truth) with greater accuracy.
We use (high) betweenness centrality as a proxy of attractive and potentially
influential users to target when making recommendations. Our recommendations
successfully identify a greater fraction of users with higher betweenness centrality,
in comparison to the overall distribution of centrality among the ground truth users.
In summary, despite the difficulty of diffusion and influence prediction in evolv-
ing and noisy microblog networks, we have been successful in making personalized
recommendations with improved accuracy for focal users with high(er) positive sen-
timent levels. We also are able to successfully recommend users with potentially
greater influence (high betweenness centrality).
6.2.2 Solution Approach
In Chapter 5, we have presented a prediction model for retweet prediction
and mention prediction, and have proposed two approximate approaches, which
are demonstrated to perform better than other alternative methods. In this rec-
ommendation study, we choose one of the best approaches, WT-COM-BON for
prediction, and use the output for recommendation.
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6.2.3 Experimental Evaluation
6.2.3.1 Dataset and Metrics
In Section 5.4.1, we have described how we collected the 15000 active users
and the follower network, and two months of their tweets, and how we preprocessed
the tweets to get the information. For this section, rather than using all of the 15000
users for evaluation, we did some more filtering. We know that as we only collected
a subset of the users, some of the users may only have a small fraction of her friends
or followers in the subset of the users. We used a threshold X% to filter out those
users in the subset by the following way:
• First get a set of the users who has at least X% of friends and also at least
X% followers from the 15K users. Label this set of users as S.
• Repeat the following loop until the number of users in S is stable, i.e., |S| does
not change:
For each user in S, if the number of her friends or the number of her followers
from S is less than X% of the total number of his friends or the total number
of his followers, remove this user from S.
• Return the set of users S.
We set the threshold X% = 2.4%. Our crawling statistics shows that 40% of
Twitter users were “active users”, and we only collected “active users”. So with this
threshold, we got a subset of users with at least around 6% of their active followers
and 6% of their active friends in the subset. We used the first month of our data (
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from April 25th to May 25th) as a training dataset and we used the second month
data (from May 26 to June 25) as a test dataset where we obtained the ground truth.
We picked the sets of microblog users who had ground truth in the test dataset for
evaluation. 2728 users had retweet ground truth and 4571 users had mention ground
truth. The average number of ground truth (retweeters) for the 2728 users is 4.23,
and the average number of ground truth (mentioners) for the 4571 users is 8.64.
The metric that we used for evaluation is MAP (Mean Average Precision).
MAP is widely used for evaluating for ranking methods. We set the K value to be
20.
6.2.3.2 Impact of User Network
Networking features such as the count of friends and followers, both from the
global counts registered on the Twitter profile, as well as the local counts computed
in our dataset, were found to be highly significant when creating a model to explain
variants of user behavior and the impact of diffusion effectiveness, as reported in
[96]. The same holds true for the accuracy of future retweet and mention prediction.
Figure 6.7 reports on the prediction accuracy for the focal users whose total
number of followers is less than, or is greater than, the average number of followers
of the focal users. The left part of the figure is for retweet prediction and the right is
for mention prediction. The figure demonstrates that it is more difficult to predict
for focal users with a larger following. When a user has more followers, more people



















Figure 6.7: Prediction accuracy for the focal users with the number of followers less
than and greater than the average number of followers of all focal users. The left
part of the figure is for the focal users of retweet prediction; the right part is for the
focal users of mention prediction.
the future users will be novel users who did not retweet her in the past. Both cases
increase the difficulty of prediction.
6.2.3.3 Impact of Sentiment
Sentiment has also been widely identified as an important factor of influence
and diffusion. We used a dataset and tool [71] trained for sentiment detection in
tweets. In the training dataset, tweets containing positive emoticons like “:)” but
not negative emoticons were labeled as positive, and tweets containing negative
emoticons like “:(” but not positive emoticons were labeled as negative. A Na ive
Bayes classifier (NBC) was constructed using the sentiment training dataset of 232K
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negative tweets and 232K positive tweets. We then used the NBC to classify our
training dataset to assign a sentiment score to each tweet, in the range of [-1, +1].
Finally, we averaged the sentiment score over all the tweets of a user to determine
a level of sentiment. Figure 6.8 reports on the distribution of the sentiment scores
for each of the tweets of our dataset. Figure 6.9 reports on the distribution of the
user sentiment level computed over all the tweets of each user.
Figure 6.10 reports on the comparison of focal users with a sentiment level less
than, and greater than, the average sentiment level of the focal users, for retweet
prediction. Figure 6.10(a) compares the prediction accuracy while Figure 6.10(b)
presents the number of followers. Figure 6.10(b) shows that users with a more
positive sentiment level are more likely to attract a larger follower network. We
have shown in a previous result, that it is more difficult to predict for focal users
with more followers. However, for retweet prediction, Figure 6.10(a) shows that we
can predict future users for focal users with more positive sentiment, with higher
prediction accuracy. For example, for very positive focal users with user sentiment
level > 0.9, the MAP value for retweet prediction is 0.395. In contrast, for very
negative focal users with user sentiment score < 0.2, the MAP value for retweet
prediction has reduced drastically is 0.253.
6.2.3.4 Impact of Centrality
The betweenness centrality of a node v in a network is defined by the expres-
sion:
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Figure 6.8: The distribution of the sentiment scores for all of the tweets.





























where σst is the total number of shortest paths from node s to node t and σst(v) is
the number of those paths that pass through node v.
We calculated the betweenness centrality of each user using the follower net-
work in our dataset. We want to evaluate how well our recommended target users
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(b) Average num of followers
Figure 6.10: Comparison of the focal users with the user sentiment scores less than
and greater than the average user sentiment score of the focal users for retweet
prediction.
are also users with a high betweenness centrality, so that our recommendations are
more valuable.
Figure 6.11 reports on the follower network betweenness centrality distribution
of all the ground truth users and the subset that can be predicted by our system.
The figures were drawn on the log-log scale and the distribution is somewhat close
to a power law distribution. The range of the betweenness centrality values for all
users in the network is [0,0.06553]. First, we consider users with low betweenness
centrality in the range of [0,0.00002). While 28.9 percent of the retweet ground truth
and 24.3 percent of the mention ground truth is in that range, the corresponding











































































(b) Mention Ground Truth
Figure 6.11: Follower network betweenness centrality distribution of the ground
truth users. X axis is the follower network betweenness centrality values; Y axis
is the fraction of the users that have betweenness centrality values greater than or
equal to the corresponding value on X axis. The upper darker distribution represents
all ground truth; the lower lighter distribution is the predicted ground truth.
make a lower fraction of our recommendations in this range.
When the betweenness centrality value increases, the curve of the predicted
ground truth is closer to the curve of all ground truth for both retweet prediction and
mention prediction. Thus, when we consider users with high betweenness centrality,
in the range (0.001,0.06553], we see the opposite effect. A higher fraction of target
recommendations is in that range. While 8.2 percent of the retweet ground truth
and 12.0 percent of the mention ground truth is in that range, we recommend 8.6%
and 12.4% respectively. To summarize, we are successful in recommending users in




In this thesis we address the problem of prediction in social media to select
social media channels for monitoring and recommendation. Our analysis focuses on
individual authors and linkers. We address a series of prediction problems including
future author prediction problem and future link prediction problem in the blogo-
sphere, as well as prediction in microblogs such as twitter. We also study several
cases of recommendations based on the prediction work.
For the Future Author Prediction Problem in the blogosphere, we develop pre-
diction methods inspired by information retrieval approaches that use historical
posts in the blog channel for prediction. We also train a ranking support vector ma-
chine (SVM) to solve the problem. We evaluate our methods on an extensive social
media dataset; despite the difficulty of the task, all methods perform reasonably
well. Results show that ranking SVM prediction can exploit blog channel and diffu-
sion characteristics to improve prediction accuracy. We also found that consistency,
diffusion stage (cRatio), and blog volume versus author count (V/AC) all impact
prediction accuracy. Prediction accuracy increases for consistent blog channels, and
with regards to diffusion stage, prediction accuracy is better in the middle stage
than in the emerging stage and the declining stage. Prediction accuracy is higher
when the V/AC values of the query posts are higher. Although cRatio and V/AC
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themselves may contain future information, estimates of their current values could
be inferred from the historical data. In the situation where diffusion and blog factors
can not be controlled, they can still be used to indicate a confidence level for the
prediction accuracy of a given query post and provide additional information for
recommendation.
An essential element of social media, particularly blogs, is the hyperlink graph
that connects various content pieces. There are two types of links within the bl-
ogosphere; one from blog post to blog post, and another from blog post to blog
channel (an event stream of blog posts). These links can be viewed as a proxy to in-
dicate the flow of information between blog channels and to reflect influence. Given
this assumption about links, the ability to predict future links can facilitate the
monitoring of information diffusion, making recommendations, and it can improve
word-of-mouth (WOM) marketing. For the future link prediction in the blogo-
sphere, we compare multiple link prediction methods, and show that our proposed
solution which combines the network properties of the blog with content properties
does better than methods which examine network properties or content properties
in isolation. Most of the previous work has only looked at either one or the other.
Microblogs such as Twitter support a rich variety of user interactions using
tweets, hashtags, urls, retweets and mentions. Microblogs are also an exemplar of
a hybrid network; there is an explicit network of followers, as well as an implicit
network of users who retweet other users, and users who mention other users. These
networks are important proxies for influence. Previous research on diffusion and
influence typically assumed that the network was homogeneous. The models were
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also applied at the aggregate level. We study influence at the level of the individual.
We choose a focal user and predict those users who will retweet and/or mention
the focal user, in the near future. We use these predictions to make personalized
recommendations for applications such as brand monitoring and management. We
define a potential function, based on a hybrid network, which reflects the likelihood
of a candidate user having a specific type of link in the future to a focal user.
We formalize this prediction problem in the hybrid network as an optimization
problem (using maximum likelihood). We propose several heuristic solutions that
approximate the optimization problem. We perform an extensive evaluation over a
microblog network and a stream of tweets from Twitter. Our solutions outperform
the baseline methods which only consider one network or naively utilize the hybrid
network. The improvement is especially significant for prediction of novel retweeters
and novel mentioners where the prediction is more difficult.
We also study the recommendations based on the prediction in the blogoshpere
and microblogs. The recommendation system in the blogoshpere we have proposed
can provide recommendations that are (1) from Novel Linkers and Authors, (2)
diverse, and (3) from blog authors who will both write and link to the focal topic.
A brand manager can use this system by feeding it a blog post that is part of
a conversation they would like to follow. Then they can use the FAP and FLP
predictions to identify new authors and linkers they should monitor. Moreover, the
diverse set of recommendations will provide the brand managers with several points
of view. Finally, combined recommendations are useful since they identify authors
who will post on the topic and link to a focal blog channel. For the recommendation
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for microblogs, we make recommendations of future retweet and future mention
users. We show that sentiment of the focal user appears to have impact on the
prediction accuracy and a larger follower network typically reduces the accuracy of
our predictions. Our recommendations target future ground truth users with high
betweenness centrality values. Those users are potentially more influential. The
reason that we are able to identify users with high betweenness centrality values
is because our solution is based on a composite network. The users with high
centrality values are more likely to receive all tweets in the system; this increases
their likelihood of appearing in both the mention and retweet network. Thus, our
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